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Election was 
a tax revolt 
WASHINGTON (CP)  - -  An 
American taxpayers' revolt 
that began in California last 
spring broadened in the 1978 
U. S. general elections, with 
voters in 12 states sending 
messages to their political 
lenders to Jut taxes and curb 
spending. 
However, few of the tax- 
payers who voted Tuesday 
vented their anger over high 
.taxes on Congress, where 
Pres ident  Carter's 
Democratic party retained a 
healthy majority In both the 
Senate and Home of 
Representatives. 
Instead, taxpayers took 
out their frustration by 
approving tax and spending 
measures in 12 of the 16 
states where such questions 
were on the ballot. 
The Republicans made 
modest inroads intO the 100- 
seat Senate and 485-snat 
House, but the gains barely 
dented the Democrats' 
majority. 
Unofficial returns showed 
the Republicans scored a 
gain of three seats in the 35 
Senate positions contested 
Tuesday, increasing their 
standing in the chamber to 
41. 
With two House seats 
undecided, the Republicans 
stood to gain about a dozen 
seats in the lower chamber, 
improving their standing to 
157 from 146 when Congress 
rose. in October. 
cont'd page 11 
Relief und 
Knox Coupisnd, 
general manager of the 
Terraee-Kitinmt Daily 
Herald said Wednesday 
that the Salvation Army 
has efferred to be the 
umbrella arganizagien 
for a flood victim relief 
fund started by the paper. 
The head of the local 
crisis centre, Doug 
Mumford, the treasurer 
the Terrace Com- 
munity Services Society, 
has also agreed to 
become involved. Ap- 
plicatinns for assistance 
can be directed to either 
ef these organizations. 
' - " "Z '  • . 
The now named 
SALVATION ARMY 
FLOOD RELIEF FUND 
is designed to meet 
special needs and assist 
those with pressing 
problems or who can not, 
for any reason, find help 
through the established 
agencies, Coupland said. 
Coupland noted that 
while the government has 
made the move to make 
aid available, there are 
always cases of special 
hardship or unusual 
circumstance which 
draft fit into whatever 
guidelines are laid out by 
government or insurance 
agencies. This fund, he 
said, is intended" to help 
those who would other- 
wise go unassisted. 
Lt. Jack Stricktand of 
the Salvation Army; 
Keith Norman, an ac- 
countant and treasurer 
for the District of 
Terrace; Pete Konkin, 
manager of the Royal 
Bank; Alice Cben-Wing, 
the regional district 
board member for. the 
area most badly hit by the 
recent flooding; and 
crisis centre head Doug 
Mumford have agreed to 
administer and distribute 
the funds. 
Ko~ will set up a 
"trulst'r. '~ifn~=for: the
money. Cheques should 
be made out to the 
SALVATION ARMY 
FLOOD RELIEF FUND. 
Donations may be made 
at the Royal Bank, at the 
Herald office, through the 
Salvation Army or crisis 
centre. 
All donations will be tax 
deductible. 
Coupland urged local 
residents to be generous 
and make a donation to 
the fund as it is tthelr 
neighbors, the reaidentsef 
this area, who will he 
receiving the help. All the 
money donated will be  
going to those who need 
aid. 
Part of problem 
lacking interest 
,OTTAWA (CP) - -  
Although a royal com- 
mieslen clearly had lden- 
tiflM tim problems facing 
the RCMP security service, 
government, Parliament 
and the public showed "a 
woeful lack of interest" in 
the commission's 1969 
report, John Starnea, retired 
director-general of the 
service, testified Wednesday 
before the McDonald royal 
commission into RCbIP 
vn'ongdoing. 
Starnes said there had 
been only a one-day 
parliamentary debate on the 
report and that in the first 
five years of the 1970s, only 
seven references had been 
made to it in Parliament. 
Sturnes aid only an idiot 
wouldn't have realized the 
security service was 
breaking laws in the line of 
duty. The law.breaking issue 
hadbeen set out in the 1969 
r~,,  rt, he said. 
I f ind it ironic that 
despite the clear statement 
of the need for public debate, 
there was little or no 
debate." 
Starncs aid he had known 
when he took the job in 1970 
that law.breaking in the line 
ef duty was a problm. This 
became ven more apparent 
to him in coming months. 
There were "endless 
meetings" to discuss the 1969 
report and there was 
documentary evidence 
before the cabinet ministers 
who were sometimes in= 
volved, but no action ever 
was taken. 
Starnes said he. tried to 
persuade the government to 
bring opposition leaders into 
its confidence on security 
issues. 
He said a solicitor-general 
faced an impossible task in 
keeping track of the security 
service. 
Solicitors-general are 
responsible to Parliament 
cont'd page 11 
Word on gas .today 
Pacific Northern Gas break was discovered 22 
will learn today if it can 
start using the pipeline to 
bring new supplies of gas 
to its customers, said 
John Low, manager of 
sales and service. 
Workmen had 700 feet 
ef the l~00-font bypass 
line welded on Wed- 
ms(lay after the second 
to 23 miles from the 
Copper River Bridge on 
Monday, 
Low said be hopes the 
bypass line is tied into the 
main line today. "Our 
supply is dwindling fast," 
he said. "There is enough 
for today but I'm nat 
sure about Friday." 
i 
What is this youngster up to?  See page three 
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Show of force 
quells revolt 
TEHRAN AP - The 
Iranian military put on a 
show of force Wednesday 
and martial aw authorities 
arrested a former prime 
minister in a campaign to 
discourage opposition to 
Shah Mohammed Reza 
Pahlavi. 
An expected anti govern- 
ment demonstration i  the 
Tehran bazaar did not 
materialize. 
The arrested former prime 
minister, Amir Abass 
Hoveida, headed the cabinet 
for 13 years. He is one of 
dozens of former officials 
arrested in recent days in an 
attempt to defuse opposition 
claims the government 
tollerates corruption and 
Khomaini, who has threat, they say. contradict the 
ened to withdraw his support teachings of the Koran, the 
from any opposition Moslem holy book. The 
CHRE TIEN SAYS 
New budget 
a .week away 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Finance 
Minister Jean Chretlen an- 
nounced in the Commms 
Wednesday he will introduce 
his new budget he evening 
of Thursday, Nov. 16. 
Chretien later told 
reporters he chose this date 
against the advice of at least 
one provincial premier; he 
refused to name who asked 
for a delay of two weeks. 
The delay would have 
allowed the premiers to 
complete discussions with 
Prime Minister Trudeau on 
the economy. The federal- 
provincial meeting is 
scheduled from Nov. 27 to 
Nov. 30. 
Chretien said he refused 
the postponement because 
he had already committed 
himself to a mid-November 
budget and saw little point in 
pro-Communist government 
to power, he and his 
followers "will react against 
them exactly in the same 
way as we are doing now 
agaimt he shah." 
He said he envisages no 
political role for himself in a 
future Iranian government. 
The opposition to the shah 
awaiting the outcome of the 
first ministers' meeting. 
He said it had already been 
established that the first 
ministers would talk about 
mediumterm economic 
prospects and deep strua- 
tural problems within the 
economy, while the budget 
will propose more im- 
med ia te  shor t - te rm 
measures. 
"We want to separate the 
two sets of problems." 
Asked if this will be the 
most difficult budget of the 
three he has been faced with 
in his 14 months as finance 
minister, Chretien merely 
a'n~eted that ;budgetsare 
always complex exercises 
and this one is no more 
difficult han the others. 
Next week's budget comes 
at a time when some of the 
country's economic in- 
dicators are showing 
marked improvement, but 
others have economists war- 
r ied. Unemployment  
dropped in October to a 15- 
month low of 8.2 per cent of 
the labor force." 
The cost of living, 
measured by the consumer 
price index dropped for the 
politician who co-operates religious protesters were first time in'seven years to 
with the shah, said if the joined by political activists 8.6 per cent during Sep- 
current turmoil in lran and disgruntled workers who tomber. 
should bring a Marxist or want an end to martial aw In spite of this drop, thein- 
and other conecessions, fiation rate still is much 
higher than the six-per-cent 
Meanwhile, Iran Air target the government an- 
resumed operations Wed- nounced for 1978. 
nesday after a week-long Both the inflation and 
walkout. The national unemployment rates are 
car r ie r ' s  management bettor than they were last 
pledged to do everything April when Chretien in- 
possible to meet strikers' treduced his last budget. At 
pollticaidemands, including that time unemployment 
is spearheaded by Moslem release of all political stood at 8.3 per cent and the 
traditionalists who demand ' prisoners, return to civilian cost of living was rising at an 
an end to the shah's rule and no action against annual rate of 8.7 per cent. 
Westernizing reforms, which strike leaders. However, the dollar has 
dropped in value con- economy would grow by five 
siderably since April. The per cent by the end of the 
dollar was trading Wed- year. 
nesday at 85.13 cents U.S. Last spring the Bank of 
compared to an April value Canada's  pace-sett ing 
of 87.5 cents U.S. lending rate stood at 8.5 par 
When Chretiea made his cent budget night. Since then 
last budget announcement it has been increased four 
be predicted the country's times to an alltime high 
POSTMASTER 
No witchhunt 
charges uch as vandalism 
and assault." 
Lamontagne said the post 
office is taking a second look 
at letters threatening 
disciplinary action against 
postal workers and there is a 
possibility "the letters will 
be discarded." 
"As soon as possible we 
will try to clear the cloud 
about hat." 
Judge under 
investigation 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Dederal Justice Minister 
Otto Lang has asked the 
Judicial Council of Canada to 
investigate he activities of a 
British Columbia high court 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The poet 
office "is not having a wit- 
chhunt" against inside 
postal workers who defied 
Parliament's backto-work 
order, Po~tmaster-ocneral 
Gilles Lamontagne said 
Wednesday. 
Post office supervisors 
have been advised to play it 
cool "and nobody will be 
suspended for minor 
reasons." 
However, criminal 
charges have been laid 
against nine executives of 
the Canadian Union of Postal 
Workers (CUPW) in con- 
nection with the mass de. 
fiance of the back-to-work 
order that eok effect Oct. 19. 
Lamontagne said the post 
office hopes to resume 
normal operations and ease judge, Attorney-General 
the tensions with rank-and. Garde Gardom said Wed. 
file' memberS : / , , : :~""~.~:  . . . .  nesday. , , ,-+: ..: 
He said the matter was re- 
Only 25 have been ferred to the council 
suspended from their jobs, following an initiative by 
"and that was for serious Lang. 
Just checking name 
QUEBEC (CP) --  Serge minister who might have 
Fonta ine ,  oppos i t ion  participated in the kid- 
member of the national 
assembly, says he didn't 
mean to identify anybody 
during question period 
Wednesday as the alleged 
sixth man in a terrorist cell 
which kidnapped British 
trade commissioner James 
Cross in 1970. 
Fontaine had asked 
Justice Minister Marc.Andre 
Bedard in the assembly if he 
would confirm that Nigel 
Barry Hamer is the name of 
the man being investigated 
by police as the possible 
sixth man who was never 
arrested in the affair. 
Greeted by a throng of 
reporters as be left the 
assembly, Fontelne said be 
was merely asking Bedard 
for clarification on the issue. 
"I simply asked the justice 
napping of Mr. Cross." 
Fontaine, who sits for the 
Union Nationale in the riding 
of Nicolet-Yamaska, said his 
questions were designed to 
advance the cause of justice. 
Lottery 
winners 
WINNIPEG (CP)  - -  Figs 
numbers worth $100,000 each 
were picked in the Western 
Express Lottery draw 
Wed 
esday. 
The top tickets are 62746 in 
series three, 78467 in series 
10, 85305 in series one, 47833 
in series six and 37420 in 
series nine. 
abuse of authority. 
Troops backed by tanks' 
and armored personnel 
carriers guarded key areas 
of the capital and its giant 
bazaar, which was closed. 
The hazaar, which also 
contains the huge Shah 
Mosque, has been the 
staging area for many of the 
anti shah demonstrations 
that have erupted since 
January. 
A demonstration called by 
exiled Shiito Moslem holy 
man Ayatullah Khomainl, 
78, who symbolizes the anti. 
shah forces, did not develop, 
but the armed forces 
remained on alert in the 
event Kohmaini's supporters 
surged onto the streets again 
to smash banks and shops a.,i 
they have done in recent 
days. 
Many bazaar shop owners 
were reluctant to reopen 
after rioting Sunday and 
others pulled the shutters 
down as a sign of protest 
Minister Jaafar Sharif. 
Emani 's civilian govern- 
ment Sunday. 
Khomaini, living in Paris, 
said Wednesday he will call 
on his millions of followers to 
take up arms against the 
government if the present 
political struggle falls {o 
achieve its objective. 
Cars crossing Bailey bridge at Chindemash Creek 
agaimt he new military.led 
thegeVernmentshah Mond y.appolntedThe newbY Work progressing, roads opening 
government was named 
after the collapse of Prime single lane traffic at some muddy and rough after that 
sections. 
Highway 25 is open and 
crews are working on the 
badly washed out section of 
the road two miles south of 
the Kitimat River Bridge. 
Nass Road is open to 
Cranberry Junction but 
driving conditions are 
point, but the road north to 
Stewart and the Yukon is 
open. Cars should stay off 
that section of the road. 
Highway 37 is open to 37 
miles north of Kitwanga 
where a bridge is washed 
out. Hope said a Bailey 
bridge is expected to be 
completed there today. 
Work is progressing Bailey bridge was completed 
smoothly on the recon- on Wednesday and men and 
struction of Highway 16 Eut  equipment moved east to 
and the department of high- 
ways expects it win be open 
for traffic by late Friday 
afternoon, said Neville Hope, 
regional maintenance 
operations manager. 
The Chindemash Creek 
Legato Creek that afternoon 
to work there. The section of 
the highway is still not open 
to the public, but people who 
had to abandon vehicles 
between the two creeks 
during last week's storm 
were allowed in to remove 
their vehicles. 
The Bailey bridge at Price 
Creek is completed and 
crews have moved west to 
Little Oliver Creek and are 
working there. 
Hope said the highway 
between all the bridges is 
passable but there will be 
f 
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J OTTAWA tCP) -- 'l'l~e' The Macdonald was the 
Troy  Coast guard ieebreak':' J°hn icebri 'tker t'rcdited  "'ith t A. Macdonald, veteran of getting the supertanker' 
many campaigns against he Manhattan through ' the " ' " " ' 
northern ice, drove aground Northwest l'assage in the 
Tuesday in shallow waters 
ill east of 'ruktoyaktuk in the late I 60s. 
Beaufort Sea, transport 'l'h(18.0~10-horsepower 
department officials con- ('lass4 icebreaker, t'anada's Guide .~ , , , .  largest, is under The Macdonald, now on lease from the federal treacherous weather caused 
charter to a subsidiary of government to Canadian both accidents. A steady rain 
Dome Petroleum Ltd. of Marine l)r i i l ing Ltd. 
~J .RDWJ4~E STOR~S Calgary, was escorting the tCanmarh a subsidiary of in the a~, ,  180 kilometres 
drilling ship Explorer I1 to l)ome Petroleum Ltd. of metres away. northwest of Edmonton, ' 
, - [ -  / ~ I J~ i harbor at Iierschei Island Calgary which is active in I'rovinviai court Judge turned to heavy wet snow 
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incomparable. I he  original 
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SLOW ELECTRIC STONEWARE COOKER 
With Easy Cleaning 
Removable Liner 
I 
-,. ........ "cooks  all day whi le  the cook's  away." 
, . , , . , .  , 
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6ordon and Anderson Ltd. 
'4606 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
P.h..s s57s 
Store Hours. Tues.- Sa!, 9 a.m.-5:30 p,m. 
Friday 9 o,fn.-9 p,m. GLgSED MONDAY 
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lYk~ 
when she grounded. 
One empty double tank 
ruptured in the accident. 
Both Explorer II and its 
sister ship Explorer I are 
standing by the stricken 
vessel, removing fuel from " 
her tanks in hopes of getting 
her afloat. 
off-shore exploration in the Bruce Patterson, Crown 
Beaufort ,',;ca. prosecutor Juris Radze, 
The northern affairs court clerk J im Taylor, and 
department was in- pilot Gary Collar, 28, all of 
vestigating reports that a Edmonton, died Tuesday in 
supply ship was holed in the flaming wreckage after a 
Bnaufort last week spilling near-verticaldropina snow- 
4,0t~) gallons of light diesel storm. 
i uel . The pilot and three passen- 
, 
Well Worth guarding. 
,..::i:,..,(.~),.,=::::,,, 
t  jyji ~,~ --:" °_~¢J I, 
'1 
Or [or those more generous souls, wdl worth sharing. 
One of the three largest selling Canadian whiskies in the world. 
when temperatures dropped 
at night. RCMP said both 
planes apparently iced up... 
The Cessna managed to 
get airborne from the slushy 
runway of a Home Oil Ltd. 
airstrip about 10 kilometres, 
north of the town. But it lost " 
altitude less than a kilometre 
away from the airstrip. 
$1.06 billion . 
requested 
OTTAWA tCP) -- The gov. 
ernment asked Parliament 
Wednesday for authority to 
spend another $1.06 billion 
before the financial year 
ends March 31. 
But treasury board of- 
ficials said at least part of 
the increase, which will 
bring " total " estimated 
government spending for the 
year to $49.8 billion, will 
never be 'spent. 
Instead, they insist that 
expenditures will not exceed 
a $48.3-billion target set 
earlier thisyear by govern. 
ment financial ministers, 
Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien and Treasury 
Board President Robert 
Andras. 
Position 
outlined 
WASiilNGTON (APt - Is. 
raeli negotiators have told 
U.S. State Secretary Cyrus 
Vance that their government 
wants to dilute a tie-in 
between a proposed peace 
treaty with Egypt and future 
talks on the Palestinian 
issue. 
The Israeli negotiators 
told Vance on Wednesday 
that Israeli cabinet hat- 
dithers want to delete the 
passage in the treaty's 
preamble linking peace 
[~i.ween {he two e~ntries .t0. 
foliow~up .talks ~.n a. c : 
settlement, 
That would strip the pre- 
amble of any direct 
reference to over-all U.S.- 
guided peace efforts, in- 
cluding negotiations over the 
West Bank, Gaza and their 
t.i million Palestinian 
residents. 
Chief resigns 
SALISBURY (AP) - The 
chief of Rhodesia's minority 
Matabele tribe quit the coun- 
try's biracial transition 
government Wednesday and 
called for guerrilla leader 
and fellow tribesman Joshua 
Nkomo to return im- 
mediately. 
Chief Kayisa Ndiweni re- 
signed his $35,700-a.year job 
as a minister representing 
the most conservative black 
partz in the transition 
government because of what 
he called insufficient 
Matabele representation. 
"My people have 
demanded that i resign and 
call for the immediate return 
of Nkomo," Ndiweni said. 
"t ie is the national eader, I 
am the traditional leader of 
the Ndebele nation, We make 
up nearly half the country, 
but still we have no 
representation in this gov- 
ernment," 
Nkomo is co-leader with 
Robert Mugabe of the ex,- 
te rna l lybased Pat r io t i c  
Front guerrilla alliance that 
has been fighting to gain 
power for more than six 
years. 
CUPE files 
grievance 
TOItONTO (RP) - The 
Canadian Union of Public 
Employees has filed a 
grievance with CBC 
television in an attempt o 
have Knnwlton Nash 
removed from his position as 
anchorman of the network's it p.m, newscast, a union 
spokesman said Wednesday. 
Barrio Davis, chief 
negotiator for the broadcast 
division of the union, said the 
grievance, filed Nov. 2, i~/ 
Imsed on CBC's failure to 
audition and assign the 
position to a staff announcer. 
Davis said the ap- 
pointment of Nash is a 
violation of the collective 
agreement because man- 
agement has rewritten the 
role of a newscaster, whose 
duties under the agreement 
consist only of reading the 
news,  
! 
jBOUT EACH OTHER 
.Baking cookies 
part of learning 
Grade t students from neat...we are getting good The grade 1 students are 
Thornhlli Primary and experience and there is a lot 
|tudents from child care 12 of thought involved when 
were baking cookies a t  dealing with the  
Caledonia Senior Secondary youngsters," says Jacqui 
School on Wednesday. McKenzie, a Caledonia 
"I  think it's pretty student. 
Shooting incident 
believed an accident 
Kitimat RCMP are in- 
vestigating what they 
believe to be an accidental 
shooting Wednesday at 
Kitimaat Village, which has 
leR one youth In satisfactory 
cenditiaii n hospital. II 
One boy apparently fe 
and a 12-gauge shotgun 
discharged and hit another 
bey in the back while the 
pair were in the woods near 
the village. The' incident 
oeeured about 2:15 p.m. on 
Wednesday. 
Police toek'a beat to the 
village which has been cut 
elfsincerain washed out the 
bridge, and the wounded boy 
was taken by boat te the 
washed out section of the 
road where an amhulance 
took him to Kitimat General 
Hospital 
Terrace RCMP ap- 
prehended two juveniles in 
connection with a bresk-in at 
Terrace Equipment about 
3:45 a.m. on Wednesday. 
Police recovered a 
motorcycle helmet, a jacket 
and $50 in change which was 
stolen from the store. 
Accident was cause 
of the power outage 
A power outage in the 
Terraoe-Kltimat area bet- 
weon 9:34 a.m. and 10:21 
a,m. on Wednesday was 
camed by a damaged in- 
sulator at A'can's switch 
yard, said David Dunsmuir, 
a spokesman for Alcan. 
He said the outage oc- 
curred when one of Alcan's 
vehic les aecidentall.~ 
cracked the insulator. There 
was some difficulty in fin- 
Works grant 
is announced 
An additimal project in 
Skeena riding will receive 
$39. ,000  in funding from 
Canada Works this fall, it 
was announced by lona 
Campagnolo, MP for 
Skeena. 
The Metlakatla Band 
Cctmeil of Prince Rupert, 
B.C:,,will,use this funding to 
ai~ruct'a 'new conmt~ity 
hall to provide recreational 
fadlltles for the residents of 
the area. The project is 
expected to provide em- 
ployment for nlne people. 
ding the damaged insulator 
but the trouble was repaired 
as quickly as possible, he 
said. 
The power line towers 
from Kemano to Alcan 
remained stable throughout 
the storm last week, he said. 
A ridge of high pressure 
building into the area from 
the north will bring clear 
skies and soul temperatures 
to the region. 
This type of weather is 
expected to continue on into 
the weekend. The long range 
indications are that some 
snow may reach us by 
Sunday. 
This afternoon's high 
should be around 0 degrees 
Celsius, with the tem- 
peratures draping to ab~t -
6 degrees:Celsins ~vernigm.. 
The temperatures may 
drop more over the next few 
days. It may be a good time 
to check the anti-freeze in 
your car. 
from Mary Swlft's class and 
they visit the students at 
Caledonia five times during 
the year. The visits provide 
the youngsters with some fun 
as well as experience in 
relating to older people. The 
Caledonia students also 
learn how to relate to the 
younger people, says Betty 
Ann Burch, the child care 19 
teacher. 
She said the youngsters 
really enjoy going to 
Caledonia nd they like to 
show off what they have 
done. The youngsters 
remember the older 
students, if they meet 
downtown, and the bond that 
develops between the two 
age groups in the classroom 
is still there. 
hast year during the 
program the grade 19. 
students went to visit 
Thornhiil Primary which 
excited the ymmgster~, she 
said. The grade 1 students 
acted as hints to the older 
students and showed them 
around the school. 
During a class break 
Wednesday, the students 
took the ~onngsters out and 
shewed them around 
Caledonia nd bought hem 
pop and juice. 
Four of the five visits are 
spent doing craft work which 
requires more than one 
person supervising the 
youngsters. The trip on 
Wednesday was planned in 
the middle of the visits ann 
was the longest visit became 
of the baking. 
Thornhill Primary 
students Rnssel Thain and 
Billy Rinsma said the visits 
were lots o~ fun. Jason 
Edgar, also from Thornhill 
Primary, says he has had 
lots of fan making pictures 
and baking cookies. Trovor 
Stephemon says the older 
students are fun to work 
with. 
Annie Rapeso, a grade 12 
student, says the youngsters 
really appreciate the visits 
and learn a lot from them. 
'Tve.learned a lot from 
them too," she said. 
Swift said the visits are 
tied in with her health and 
recreation courses, She also 
does baking and craft work 
with the youngsters but the 
trips to Caledonia are an 
extra treat for them as well 
as a good learning ex-  
peHonce, she said, 
m 
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To make your Unemployment There's nothing new about the system itself-it's just being measured Note: Furtiwr changes iothe Uncmplov- REGION CKamloops,consisting of,he Re ,ional Districts • g . 
• molt  [ttsurancc Program have boot of Squamish-l.illooet, and Thompson.NIcola. 
more finely in 48 regions, rather than 16. pwposed by the Gover,mu'nt. Th,:v will 
The length of time a claimant must  anne into effc,'t only when they have REGION D - ' Vancouvcr-l.ower Fraser Valle); consisting of 
work to get UI remains the same. It boot enacted by Parliament. the Regional Districts of Fraser-Cheam, 
varies from 10 to 14 weeks, depending on l)cwdncv-Alouettc, Central Fraser Valley, (;rcatcr ~ancouver, Sunshine Coast, and 
the unemployment rate where the I'owdl River. 
claimant lives. And regionally-based Canada's Unemployment REGION E 
benefits have the same maximum. Insurance r~gra l l l  Victoria.Vancouver Island, consisting of the 
The change will only affect hose Regional Districts of Capital, Cowichan Valley, 
ith people whose UI claims start after November 12. Working w ,,,..,d~,,,~,,,,. 
This map and the information who want o wo . • REGION F 
will set the length oftime a claimant must with it will show you the new economic Horth British Columbia; the rest ofthe province. 
have worked to become ligible for Un- boundaries in your area. I ~ Employment and Emploi el 
aris¢~, the l 'ncmpkWmcnt Instlrance Rt, gulations mu~i employment Insurance benefits. And it Clip the map and save it for ,,,m,g,=,o,, Canada Irnm*gralmn Canada (Map and dcscr pton ofc~ n mll¢ regions: ira question 
will govern the length of benefits as well. reference, ifyou like. ..o Cullen. Minister Bud Cullen. Uinislre gm'em) 
The Canada Employment and lmmiffration Commmmn Tt,as created by gOttlbltllH.L' till' Unrmpld~vmrnt ln.¢urance Commildml and the Department of Manpouwr attd hnmrgrat,,n, htaddrt,,n, our It~',ll ,,l/,,'el are being merged toserve )sql be'tier as Canada lt.mplo.~tnt C¢iWrtL 
Insurance Program more responsive to the 
special needs of different areas of Canada, 
there are now 48 economic regions for 
UI. (Up to now, there were 16 regions.) 
With this change, UI benefits 
will more accurately reflect your local 
employment conditions. 
It's all part of a plan announced 
over a year ago. 
Each of these new 48 regions will 
have its own unemployment rate. This 
!" 
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Our stupidity 
proves costly 
CALGARY (CP( - -  
Spineless politicians, 
narrow.minded planners 
and unthinking citizens 
are imposing costly 
economic handicaps on 
themselves and the 
trucking industry, a 
conference on urban 
goods movement was told 
Wednesday. 
Bob Driunan, executive 
secretary of the Alberta 
Trucking Association, 
said costs for businesses 
and consumers increase 
when truckers are bur- 
denad with excessively 
restricted routes and 
hours, congested traffic 
routes and inadequate 
loading.unloading 
facilities. 
"Municipal politicians 
and administrators give 
in to citizen complaints 
too often because of 
pressure," he com- 
plained. 
Driunan urged 
politicians to show more 
backbone and awareness 
of the importance of 
delivery vehicles: 
"Government must 
realize that if you remove 
the trucks from one city 
street..':in,, response to 
citizen. ~r~lu~ Y.oa do 
not red6~ ihe du~her of  
trucks ... This action only 
moves or increases the 
problem for these who 
live along the other truck 
routes." 
The demand for urban 
goods delivery is doubling 
every five years and 
trucks are essential, he 
stressed: "There are few 
alternatives to trucks for 
the delivery of urban 
goods. How many years 
has it been since there 
were railway tracks into 
the Calgary Herald for 
delivery of newsprint? Or 
Eaton's or The Bay?" 
Earlier, Calgary Mayor 
Ross Alger used his 
welcoming remarks to 
stress the importance of
urban transportation. 
Transport, he said, takes 
up hal/ of the city's 
capital budget and a third 
of its operating budget. 
John Morrall of the civil 
engineering department 
of the University of 
Calgary noted that 
Canada spends 25 per 
cent of its gross national 
product on transport and 
a quarter of that goes for 
urban goods movement. 
Yet, Morrall said, "'the 
consumer is generally 
unaware of the 
significance of urban 
goods movement." 
John Finn, senior 
consultant for Trimac 
Consulting Services Ltd., 
said one example of .the 
problems confronting 
truckers is the closure of 
former truck routes. 
Cities do not post maps 
of truck routes and 
"intuition or luck is uften 
an out-of-town driver's 
only guide." 
Finn noted that con. 
sumers suffer from 
restrictions on tracks. 
If restrictions add a 
half hour each way to a 
truck's delivery time, he 
said, then eight trucks 
will be needed to do the 
same work as seven 
trucks, based on an eight- 
hour operating day. 
That, Finn nuted, 
means a 14-per-cent in. 
crease in costs. 
He also estimated that 
the capacity of a road car. 
be reduced by a third if 
slow.stopping, slow- 
accelerating trucks have 
to cope with a series of 
traffic lights instead of 
grade separations, such 
as overpasses and un.. 
derposses. 
Discipline 
is needed 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Businees, labor and 
governmentsmust all 
exercise financial dis- 
cipline if the country is to 
meet its goals of high 
employment and rising 
living standards, Gerald 
Bouey, the governor of 
the Bank of Canada, said 
Wednesday. 
Bouey, in a speech to 
the Men's Canadian Club 
of Vancouver, said there 
is a real risk that heavy 
oemands on the economy 
will set off renewed in- 
flationary pressures 
despite recent progress. 
He spoke from a text 
released in Ottawa prior 
to delivery. 
Bouey told the group, 
mostly businessmen and 
professionals, that if 
there is an acceleration i  
wage and price increases, 
the central bank still will 
continue to pursue 
restrictionist economic 
policies so the country 
does not lose its com- 
petitive position. 
The bank would con- 
tinue to try to reduce 
growth in the money 
supply in an effort to 
avoid inflation, he added. 
That would mean the 
main participants in the 
economy would have to 
observe financial dis- 
cipliee. 
"Financial discipline is 
not an end in itself, but is 
rather a moans to uther 
ends that are of great 
social  impor tance ,  
namely sustainable high 
employment and rising 
living standards," he 
added. 
"No free society has 
found a way to achieve 
these goals without 
continuing financial dis. 
ciplina." 
Bouey defended the 
bank's recent action in 
raising its lending rate to 
the chartered hanks to a 
record 10.75 per cent. The 
Bank of Canada rate 
usually signals changes in 
interest on business and 
consumer loans. 
He said the increase 
was tu maintain the gap 
in interest rates between 
Canada and the U.S. to 
keep a flow of capital 
coming into this country. 
Canadian rates are 
usually higher than those 
in the U.S. 
A disappearance of the 
gap would have caused 
Canada much trouble of a 
"more permanent" 
nature because it would 
put further pressure on 
the dollar, resulting in 
more inflation. 
"You told mother they were almost here atzd that 
;: ~ Tuktoyaktuk was the safest place?" 
| l l  
IN THE U.S. 
A look at the election 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
There will be a more 
conservative U.S. 
government lacking some 
faces familiar to 
Canadian legislators 
when the Congress 
elected Tuesday night 
takes power in January. 
In several states along 
the Canada-U.S. border, 
voters chose new faces to 
send to Washington and to 
deal with the range of 
environmental, trade and 
energy issues that regu- 
larly occupy the two 
countries. 
In a key upset, Maine 
voters booted out 
Democrat William 
Hathaway in favor of 
RepubicanWilliam 
Cohen, who campaigned 
against what he termed 
Hathaway's liberal at- 
titudes. 
Hathaway was 
chairman of the U.S. 
Senate delegation to the 
Caunda.U.S. inter- 
parliamentary group. It 
met regularly to look at 
issues like boundary 
negotiations after Canad 
ana dhe United States 
each declared 200-mile 
off-shore fishing limits. 
This group also dealt 
regularly with prickly 
matters, like Canada's 
efforts to restrict cross- 
border television ad- 
vertising and U.S. tax 
laws limiting exemptions 
for foreign convention 
d~sineas. 
~Six years in power, 
I~athaway had an easy 
familiarity with Canadian 
concerns that his suc- 
cessor Cohen may not 
share. 
Further west, there are 
also major changes in 
Minnezota where Canada 
and the urn'ted states are 
trying to r#solve en- 
vironmental issues. " 
Republicans took both 
Minnesota Senate seats, 
and pulled an upset 
victory in the state's 
governorship races. 
Legislators on both sides 
of the border there are 
working on tightening up 
environmental standards. 
Former Democratic 
senator Wendell An- 
derson, defeated 
Tuesday, had worked out 
compromise legislative 
proposals with state 
congressmen and en- 
vironmentalists to control 
snowmobile and 
motorboat use in the 
boundary waters canoe 
area adjoining Ontario's 
Quetico Park. 
Air quality standards 
are also a concern in the 
area. Minnesota residents 
are worried about sulphur 
dioxide emissions from 
nuclear power plants 
along the border like 
Atikokan in northwestern 
Ontario and the Poplar 
River plant- in Sas- 
katehewan. The two 
countries are discussing 
an air quality agreement. 
Washington state had 
no Senate or governorship 
races and remains afely 
Democratic. But ob- 
servers in Washington 
say there likely will be 
continuing concern over 
matters like the location 
of tankerports hat might 
result in pollution, as well 
as fisheries and border 
broadcasting issues that 
may color Canada-U.S. 
relations in the west. 
Over-all, the off-year 
elections did not change 
the Democrats' 
dominance over Congress 
or the state governments, 
but voters gave a clear 
sign of their discontent 
over big spending and 
high taxes. 
Proposals to restrict 
taxes or spending were on 
the ballots in mant sttes. 
They "#on approval in 12 
state~, often by heavy 
margins and lost in four. 
This is likely to make 
the Congress that takes 
power in January 
relatively conservative in
its policies, possibly in- 
wardlooking, observers 
say. If it results in a more 
protectionist approach in 
' trade and other areas, the 
implications would be 
adverse for Canadian 
businesses interests. 
The new Congress also 
is expected to be more 
independent of party lines 
and more responswe to 
special-interst groups. 
The appeal of both parties 
is to stress belt.tightening 
and lower taxes. 
This may mean lobby 
groups supporting par- 
ticular interest groups, 
which supplied an esti- 
mated $20 million for 
selected candidates inthe 
campaign, will have more 
influence over Congress. 
The membership ofkey 
committees will change 
in January, after party 
caucuses meet to choose 
new chairmen and decide 
on committee members. 
The line-ups will give an 
indication about whether 
or not the candidates who 
ran on conservative 
platforms will be in a 
position to influence 
policy formation. 
One key change will be 
the new chairman of the 
Senate foreign relations 
committee. The in- 
dependent and. influential 
Frank Church of Idaho is 
due to take over the 
committee leadership 
from John Sparkman of 
Albama, who resigned. 
Church is seen by 
Washington observers as 
a chairman willing to 
buck administration 
~ directions and is termined to put his 
stamp on government 
policy directions. 
DESPITE OUR SUPPLY 
Mid-east dominates oil 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- analysis at the depart- and fields in the Gulf of 
Despite large oil fields in ment of energy. Sixty Mexico and off southern 
Mexico, Alaska and billion barrels would California have been 
possibly off both coasts of supply the needs of the producing oil for many 
South America, experts non-communist world for years. The total proven 
say most of the world will about three years at reserves in the U.S. are 
continue to rely on Middle current rates of con- about 30 billion barrels. 
East oil for the sumption. Despite new major 
foreseeable future. But no matter how fields in South America, 
"Weknow (the Mideast much oil Mexico has, it Mexico and northern 
countries) have a lot of won't be available for a Alaska and Canada. the 
oil--a lot of oil." said long time because the start the Middle East has 
John Lichtblau, director Mexicans don't have the in oil production assures 
of the Petroleum Industry needed production it will continue to 
Research Foundation, an facilities, dominate the world oil 
organization supported Potentially large fields scene. 
by the industry, could lie off South Like the Mexican 
Long believed to have America. But experts situation, that scene is 
proven reserves-- aren't sure how much is one of great confusion 
there, although they don't over just how much oil petruleum that can be 
profitably extracted--of expect anything as large there is--and whether it 
about 20 blllion barrels of as any of the major can be extracted at 
oil, Mexico now is Middle East fields, reasonable cost. 
claiming to have as much Another large western During the 1950s and 
petruleum as Soudi oil supply lies in Alaska 1960s, finds in the Middle 
Arabia--200 billion and Canada. About 25 East and at the Alaskan 
barrels. But mest hilliun barrels is known to North Slope dramatically 
analysts say this is an ex- be there, but there could increased the amount of 
aggeratlon, be much more. But much proven reserves. The dis: 
"A cautiously op- of the oil yet to he found in coveries were coming far 
timistic estimate would Alaska and Canada is faster than the oil could 
be 60 billion barrels of probably too difficult to he taken out of the 
oil," said Ilerman get to make it practical, ground. 
Franssen, director of Sites are being tested Since then, the amount 
international market off the U.S. cast coast, of proven reserves has 
not risen nearly as fast, 
despite the sharp in- 
crease in price during the 
1973-74 Arab oil embargo. 
There is, however, a 
wild card in the deck. As 
uncertain as analysts are 
about oil supplies in the 
free world, they know 
almost nothing about re- 
serves in China and the 
Soviet Union. 
Many U.S. oil com- 
panies have expressed 
interest in getting in- 
volved in production of 
what are believed to be 
huge oil fields off the 
Chinese coast. What oil 
China decides to export, 
however, will probably go 
to Japan and other 
southeast Asian coun- 
tries. 
The Soviet union keeps 
information on its 
petroleum reserves 
secret, but enough has 
slipped out--in ap. 
pllcations for leans to I~Y 
for production--to in- 
dicate the U.S,S.R. has 
the world's largest 
reserves of natural gas, 
according to Franssen. 
COMMENT 
CONSUMER 
5ometimes nothing seems to go right. 
Last year, after a lot of scrimping and saving, 
you managed to scrape up a down payment for a 
home. The interest rate on the mortgage was 
around 12 per cent, but It was the best you could 
find after a lot of shopping around. 
This year the rate has dropped to ]0 per cent, and 
after a little figuring you've come up with the 
depressing revelation that the difference works 
out to $60 or $70 per month on your peyments. 
Is there anything you can do to ease the pain? 
It all depends on what's in that bundle of forms 
you signed when you took out your mortgage. 
You and the mortgage holder are bound by the 
terms of that contract. Neither of you can alter 
its provisions without the consent of the other. 
Some mortgages (usually with credit unions) 
permit payout in full, at any time, wi thout '  
penalty. 
Most mortgages permit payout only if the 
borrower pays a penalty of 3 to6  months' in- 
terest. 
Some do not allow payout at all until a certain 
period of time after the mortgage is issued. This 
type of mortgage (which is fairly common) is 
said to have a "lock-in.clause". 
If the terms of your mortgage permit payout, 
you'll have to decide whether the costs of getting 
a new mortgage, plus the penalty you'll probably 
have to pay on the old one, make a new mor- 
tgage feasible. 
If your mortgage is locked in, however, you'll 
only be able fo prepay if the mortgage holder 
agrees to allow you to pay the mortgage out 
early. Don't expect him to be easy to convince. 
(Would you rewrite a contract if it would result 
In a loss of revenue for you?) If you can offer 
some additional business to offset his loss (term 
deposits, for example, or retirement savings 
plans), you may be able to bring him around to 
your way of thinking. 
One by-product of the new interest rates has 
been a realization by many homeowners that 
they don't really know what's in their mortgage. 
This lack of knowledge can have serious con- 
sequences. One man accepted a iob in another 
provin~e~and signed an agreqment to sell his 
I~ouse befor(~ he discbver~d fh*e house could not 
be sold without the mortgage holder's per. 
mission. Fortunately, the mortgage holder and 
prospective buyer were able to come to terms on 
a new mortgage, otherwise the seller would 
have been in an extremely awkward legal 
position. 
Although it may appear a forbidding document 
at first glance, you can learn a lot about your 
mortgage by lust reading through ira few times. 
Your mortgage company can answer other 
questions you might have. 
Learning about your mortgage after you've 
signed on the dotted line comes under the 
heading "better late than never". The best bet, 
of course, is to make sure you understand it 
before you commit yourself. 
Snowmobiles a 
growing concern 
TORONTO (CP) -- For the 
first time in almost seven 
years snowmobile 
manufacturers can see a 
smooth trail ahead as sales 
pick up despite price in- 
creases. 
Paul Swain, a spokesman 
for Bombardier Ltd. of 
Montreal; the only Canadian 
Snowmobile sales in North 
America peaked in the 1970- 
71 season when 425,000 
velgcles were sold--but it 
was downhill from then until 
last winter. 
There had been a glut of 
vehicles on the market, 
made by more than 100 
manufacturers, plus strong 
manufacturer of public objections to the noise 
snowmobiles, says early- and environmental damage 
season sales this year have caused by free.wheeling 
been spectacular. 
"Dealers are moving sleds 
(as the machine is known in 
the industry) at a 
phenomenal r te at the retail 
level," he said. "For the first 
time in a long time, demand 
is exceeding supply on some 
machines." 
The problem, says Michael 
Manley, is not sales but a 
shortage of snowmobiles. 
Manley, president of 
F.Manley Corp. of Toronto, 
distributors of a snowmobile 
made by a U.S, company, 
says another round of price 
incrsases--following April 
increases ranging between 
seven and 14 per cent--may 
he in the offing. 
Another increase would 
compensate importing 
companies for the 
devaluation of the Canadian 
dollar since April. 
That Would leave Bom- 
bardier in an enviable 
position-enabling t to take 
advantage of the cheaper 
dollar to strengthen its hold 
on the Canadian market 
through lower prices and to 
bolster its penetration of the 
U.S. market. 
snowmobilers. There was 
also concern about vehicle 
reliability and safety. 
Major changes took place 
in the industry and although 
the sales rise in Canada last 
year was not as pronounced 
as in the U.S., the strong 
start this year has brought 
forecasts of at least a 10-per- 
cent increase in Canadian 
sales this year, 
Swain, also a director of 
the Ontario Snowmobile 
Industry Association, says 
technological advances have 
improved the safety and 
noise levels of the machines 
and snowmobile accidents 
have beth reduced due to 
training programs, im- 
proved trails and safer 
machines. 
The snowmobile still is re- 
garded as a family 
recreational vehicle. But 
with the growth of trails, it 
also is being pushed by many 
provinces and states as a 
tourist-oriented machine 
supply ing year - round 
holiday activity to what were 
once solely summer holiday 
areas. 
, kidnapping and muroer of 
~ former premier Aide More. 
One terrorist was cut down 
in the crossfire el his 
comrades, police said. He 
was identified by police as a 
former member of a militant 
leftist group called Worker 
Power, but his name was 
withheld. 
The attack occurred on a 
lonely highway about 48 kilo- 
metres outh of Rome. 
The other terrorists were 
bodyguards Wednesday, able to escape into the hills 
raking their car with sub- despitea search by hundreds 
machine.gun fire in the of police in squad cars and 
bloodiest strike since the helicopters. 
Italian gunmen 
shoot down trio 
FROSINONE, Italy (AP) 
- -  A terrorist assassination 
squad shot and killed a 
district attorney and his two 
A caller told a Milan news- riddled body was found in a 
paper several hours later car in the capital 54 days 
that the attack was the work later, 
of Frontline, a 'leftist.. Police said Wednesda'~,"s 
terrorist group that has attack occurred as Fedele 
claimed responsibility for a 
number of killings and 
bombings in Italy. 
Police said they have no 
way of establishing whether 
the call aetaally was from 
the terrorists. 
The Red Brigades, Italy's 
most feared terrorist gang, 
kidnapped More and killed 
his. five bodyguards in a 
street ambush in Rome on 
March 16. Moro's bullet- 
Calvosa, 59, district attorney 
in this town of 35,000, was 
being driven to work from 
his home. As his car came 
out of a turn on the provin- 
cial highway, the driver 
.braked to avoid hitting a car 
blocking a crossroads. 
A witness told police that 
three persons tepped out of 
the thick bushes on both 
sides of the road and opened 
fire at Calvesa's car at c l~e 
range, killing Calvosa and 
his driver, Giuseppe Pagliei, 
before Pagliei could get his 
gun out of his holster. 
A third person in the car, 
Luciano Rossi, was in 
training as a new bodyguard 
for Calvesa and was unar- 
med. He tried to flee but was 
gunned down, police said. 
The terrori£ts dragged 
their wounded fellow into 
their car, leaving a trail of 
blood across the road, and 
,then sped away. 
Their car, later deter- 
mined to have been stolen, 
was found abandoned, its 
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doors open and signal lights 
on, beside a road a few 
kilometres from the ambush 
scene. 
The body of the slain 
terrorist was inside the car, 
but there was no sign of the 
others, who had apparently 
switched cars for their 
getaway. 
Calvosa, married and tae 
father of two Rome 
Umversity students, Was the 
seventh italian justice of- 
ficial slain in the last seven 
years and the third this year 
alone. 
The Red Brigades have 
claimed two of the killings 
this year, both of which 
occurred in Rome. The 
victims were Rieeardo 
Palma, an official of the 
prison department of the 
justice ministry who was 
killed last February and 
Girolamo Tartaglione, a 
ranking ministry official, 
who was gunned down last 
month. 
Nineteen persons have 
been killed in ambushes 
claimed by terrorist groups 
this year. They were all 
poliUeal party officials or 
businessmen. 
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PANTY HOSE 
F la t ter ing  Panty 
Hose  at  super  
lPOo%r iced  sav ings .  
stretch Nylon. 
All sheer bdef and 
stocking. One size. 
Beige and Spice• 
K mart Sale Price PAIR! 
O0 
• IL:. 
, ~m~._ ~ 
ASSORTED 
LADLES 
SWEATERS 
Many styles to choose from. 
333 Sale 
Price 
MENS 
UTILITY JACKET 
100 percent Nylon 
Quilt lined nylon zip front 
and slash pockets. 
K mart Regular 
List Price 16.44 
Sale 
Price 
i 
:U0vs . . . . . . . .  
BUSH JACKETS 
Plaid Jackets in a variety of 
colours, 
K mart Regular 
List Price 7.66 
S88 Sale 
Price 
ISAVE s2.061 
MEN'S 
STRIPED 
ACRYLIC 
PULLOVER 
Putting action into fashion with 
~hese c lass ic  Pu l lovers  is a 
breeze• Features rib mock T-neck, 
cu f fs  and Wais tband.  Long 
sleeves. Assor ted  colours.  Sizes 
S-M-L-XL 
K mart Regular List Price 5.83 
K mart Special Price 
WALK IN FOR ~ 
SAVINGS II II II ' "~ 
WALK OUT 
WITH VALUE! 
[SAVE s3, . 
ASSORTED 
FALL 
FASHION 
TOPPER 
Misses tr ip le knit  b rushed  
Acrylic jackets. Long sleeves 
in two assorted styles. Choose 
f rom Red,  Brown Camel ,  
Cognac. Sizes S, M, L. 
K mart Regular List Price 11,88 
K mart Special Price 
r "~*¸  , / 
GIRLS 8.14 
T.SHIRTS 
2 s ty les ,  l ong  
sleeved brushed 
Polyester T-shirts. 
Brown,  Red or 
Navy• V or Turtle 
neck• 
K mart After 
Sale Price 4.74 
K marl Sale Price 
TODDLERS BOY/ 
GIRL SLEEPERS 
2 Pc• 50% Cot- 
toni50% Polyes- 
ter. Screen printon 
front• At tached 
feet with Plastic 
soles. Ant 'd• col- 
ours• Sizes 1-4. 
K mart After 
,~Uo Price 3.96 
K matt Sale Price 
BLANOHED 
PEANUTS 
2 Ih. H;~g, 
K ;n;i,'l Regular 
I.tst Price 2.19 
I~ III ;i l't 1 
.%ale 
l'rice 
N) Ion 
SELMIDGE STRIPS 
hleal for knitting, ~eaving 
or nl ae I':l into, 
K mart Itegular 
i,isl Prirl, .!|~1 
I'rice l i 
• -,q 
BATH TOWELS 
Assorted prints, solids, and 
jacquards of 1414 pei-cent 
cotton 12 percent polyester. 
K nnart Regular 
I.ist Price 2.66 
199 Sale 
Price 
L • 
STORE IIOURS: 
Mon..Tues. 
9:30 a,m. - 6:00 p,m. 
Wed ..Thurs.-Fri. 
9:30 u.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Sat. - 9:00 a.m. - 6:{)0 p.m, 
STt)ItE Ilt)t'RS: 
Mon.-'rues. 
9:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
Wed .'rhurs..Fri. 
!1.,3i1 :L1n . 9:;10 p.m. 
.~lt. - 9:1)0 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
• . . . , . , . . • . . . 
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AFTER 12 GREAT YEARS 
Orr announces  ret i rement.  
CHICAGO tAP) -- Hockey 
superstar Bobby err, his 
hopes for a comeback 
shattered by a ravaged knee, 
announced Wednesday his 
retirement from the game he 
dominated for nearly a 
decade. 
'Tm officially retiring as 
a player," err said at a news 
conference. "l will not make 
another comeback attempt." 
The Chicago Black Hawks 
defonceman said he would 
remain with the National 
Hockey League club as an 
assistant coach. 
err said he decided to 
retire because he felt he was 
not contributing tothe team 
and because his knee, which 
was operated on for the sixth 
time in April, 1976, gave him 
a lot of pain. 
"It was a very difficult 
decision, but I don't feel that 
I've been cheated. I have one 
of those injuries that athletes 
sometimes get," he said. "If 
any athlete came to me with 
the problem I have I would 
recommend he do the same 
thing. I know I'm no longer 
able to play." 
The 30-year-old Orr has 
been plagued by injuries for 
much of his illustrious 12- 
year National Hockey 
League career. Orr, who 
holds or shares 12 individual 
NHL records, has played 
every game in only two sea- 
sons .  
Signed as a free agent 
after 10 seasons with Boston 
Bruias, Orr played in just 20 
games for Chicago in 1976-77 
and sat'out the entire 1977-78 
season. 
While he helped out in the 
front office, he worked to 
strengthen his knee and har- 
bored hopes for one final 
comeback attempt. 
He played in some pro- 
season games this year, then 
saw action in six of Chicago's 
II regular season games, 
scoring two goals and two 
assists. 
But on Oct. 28, the night of 
his second goal, he.also was 
on the ice for four Detroit 
Red Wings goals, an unusual 
occurrence for the once 
speedy, agile err. "I played 
terrible," he said afterward. 
He played his last game 
Nov. I, then sat out two 
weekead contests with St. 
Louis. 
"Before the season, I saw I 
could not do some of the 
things i wanted to do. But I 
was concerned about what I 
could contribute to the 
team," Orr said at the news 
conference. 
However, he said, a 
hockey player has to 
practice to play well and the 
condition of his knee 
wouldn't allow him to 
practice enough to get in 
shape to play well. 
"I worked hard butl  now 
know for sure that my leg 
cannot handle playing," Orr 
said. 
"It's a very, very sad 
occasion, ' Hawks president 
Bill Wirtz said at the news 
conference. "Every club 
called to tell how much 
Bobby meant to them." 
"Orr's ability is legen- 
dary," said Chicago coach 
and general manager Bob 
Pulford. "It is a loss to 
hockey. He was a great 
hockey player. 
"He made a valiant effort 
to come back and worked 
hard all summer. It was a 
hard decision but we're glad 
to have him as a coach." 
err spent part of last 
season as an assistanLcoaeh 
for the Hawks. 
Wirtz and err said err 
hasn't cashed any cheques 
from the five-year, $3 million 
contract he signed in June, 
1976. err has said the con- 
tract was for him to play 
hockey and he hasn't done 
that. 
8 ii;"y hcroid SPO RTS 
with  Chr i s  Por ter  
1,4,-3 LOSS TO WINTERHAWKS 
Timbermen still falling 
Terrace Timbermen's 
season continues to be 
disasterous, and the Kitimat 
Winterhawks remain un- 
deafeated, as the Tim- 
bermen lost a 14-3 decision at 
the hands' of the Win- 
terhawks in a Tuesday night 
PNWHL game at Kitimat. 
Derek Delcy opened the 
scoring for the Winterbawks 
at 3:21 of the first period, and 
it was all downhill for the 
Timbermen after that. Lee 
Marleau's goal at 4:42, and 
Mike Fonrnier's marker at 
a 3-o lead after one period of 
play. 
The Winterhawks con- 
tinued to pour it on, and 
added six more goals in the 
middle frame. Stacey 
Smeader, Lee Marlesu with 
his second, Mike Fournier, 
Steve Herbert, Derek Delcy, 
and Mike Reisser, were the 
Kitimat marksmen, as the 
Winterhawks skated into the 
final period with a 9-0 ad- 
vantage. 
Chris Godfrey and Mike 
to Kitimat's lead, and the 
Winterhawkb held an It-0 
advantage b fore Brad Riley 
finally got the Timbermen on 
the scoreboard. Ron Egan 
got that one back for Kitimat 
just two minutes later, and it 
was 12-I. The two teams each 
scored twice more before the 
final buzzer, giving the 
undefeated Winterhawks an 
impressive 14-3 win. 
Timbermen goal tenders 
Tiber Mandur and Kim 
Glneden must have been 
shell shocked after the 
game, as they faced a total of 
56 Winterhawk shots, while 
Terrace could muster but 25 
shots on Kitimat netminder 
Roy Garb. Hopefully the 
Timhermen will be able to do 
better this weekend, when 
they are scheduled to meet 
Fraser Lake Saturday night 
at 8:30 P.M., and the 
Smithers Totems Sunday at 
2:00 P~M. Both games are 
slated for the Terrace Arena, 
and will take place if High- 
way 16 East is open by then, 
and the two opposing teams 
can make it to Terrace. 
BUSINESS 91RECTORY 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS,,,. 
Most Anything -Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mon.- Sat. 0-6 
635-7417 4946 Greig Avenue Phone 635-741~ 
HH 
K ITCHEN CABINETB INSTALLAT ION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPB • 
BRAD REESE 
KI  ALWOOD 
I%c .- 
~ABINETS AREA MANAGER 
369-5TH AVENUE 
PR INCE GEORGE.  B C. V2L  3K5  
BUS.  564 . |A08  
REB 562.2281 
(NORTHERN) LTD. 
FREE EST IMATES 
TOOVEY 
SER¥1CE 
CANAVENTURE 
MERCURY t=at,, YAMAHA 
DOLMAR 
(chaig saws) 
(outboard 
motor~) 
Hours: Mon.• Sat. e-t 
Dealer Licence 4946 6reig Number 02OI3A 636-6929 
TERRACE ANSWJER IN,G BUREAU 
638-8195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
4603 D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VBG IV5 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRAOE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
~ e  MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. -. SAT. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4908 Graham 635.4543 
BA Nt j I I I  I ' ,  I 'A  l+ I I I 
I t  I ( I I '  1 I 1 '  N ' ,  
Eagle Disco 
B.  POL ICHEK J Y PAUL  
PHONt  6355683 PHUNI  635  9252 
~X'e,'+ t/F~ 
ICBC AUTO 
Insurance 
4617 Greig 635-5232 
mH 
*~e l l~  ttO 
]Eteady-  635-3936 
CONCRETE 
TERRACE,  B.C. 
OUSTON OONORETE PROD, 
Sand, Gravel, Drain Rook 
MR. BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
. .  #~,  
Yellowhead Fire Protection an4 
Yellowhead ~ecuHlie~ S~f~ms Lid. 
Plat. A l l  I l l ,  i ' . l it .At ,  ,N 
4635 LA IF ILF  AV IN I I I  
t ' I I ( )N I  th I )4  ~ 1~3') 3H63 
I tRRA( I  B ( 
VBG 3N5 ( )N  th l I . l t  h3 ' )  ' , l l l h l  
Satellite Vinyl 
Custom Furniture. Auto & Marine Upholstery Vinyl 
Repair. Van Conversion Accessories • R.V. Supplies VISITORS 
WELCOME J Boattopping & Hardware Vinyl Car Tops I > ' ~  
Headliners, TonneaoCovers Au(oC~rpe, l V . W . S e ~ t ~ I==1 I 
recovered In original color and material, front & back I . I I 
Z I ms.  Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl 8. leather Complete I I I 
t Co..,,e. ~u0~,,. Anti,o. Au,o R.to~at,on I I i 
| R.R. 3 Johns Road ~ 
Phone 635-4348 HALLIwELL 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
Canucks down Red Wings 
DETROIT (AP) -- Tom 
Gradin and Dennis Ver- 
vergart each scored a pair, of 
goals to lead Vancouver 
Canucks to a 6-4 victory over 
Detroit Red Wings in a 
National Ilockey League 
game Wednesday night. 
The victory for Vancouver 
snapped a three-game losing 
streak. The Wings suffered 
their third defeat in their last 
four games. 
Gradin, a Swedish-born 
rookie centre, scored his two 
goals in the first period. Ilia 
first came at 22 seconds on a 
pass from ltarold Snepsts. 
Rick Blight sent him in on 
Detroit netminder Rogie 
Vachon for the second goal 
Nick Lihett, Krrol 
Thompson and Andre St 
Laurent gave the Wings a 3-2 
lead by the 13:90 mark of the 
first period but Ververgaert 
counted his first goal while 
Detroit's Reed Larson was in 
the penalty box at 16:07 
leaving the teams tied 3-3 at 
the end of the first period. 
Jerre Gillis and Ver- 
veregaert clicked early in 
the second period before 
Vaclav Nedomaneky pulled 
the Wings to within one goal 
at 9:57 of the second period. 
In the third, the Canueks 
turned in a strong defensive 
effort while only firing four 
shots at Detroit netminder 
Vaehon but one was a goal by 
Hen Sedlbaner at 18:04 that 
clinched the victory. 
Easy win for Habs 
LANDOVER, Md. tAP) -- 
Goalie Ken Dryden posted 
his eighth career shutout 
over Washington when 
Montreal Canadiens skated 
to an easy 6-0 victory over 
the Capitals Wednesday and 
maintained their unbeaten 
Hockey League expansion 
team. 
In five seasons Montreal 
~a beaten Wusfiington 25 
times and the teams have 
played one tie. 
Guy Lafleur scored one 
goal and had two assists 
nine points in his last seven 
games. 
Guy Lapointe also scored a
goal, stretching his scoring 
output to eix points in five 
games. During that stretch, 
Montreal has posted a 4-0-1 
retort 
at 6::18. record over the National from Montreal, giving him Yvon Lambert and Larry 
Robinson scored in the first 
period for the Cansdiens, 
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A tense moment around the Skeena Hotel net. 
IN COMMERCIAL HOCKEY 
Totem Ford wins squeaker 
An exciting+, Commercial with the two teams still Ford a 4-2 advantage, received three of these, as 
Hockey Leaguegame at the deadlocked atone goal each. Skeena Hotel didn't give up. opposed to just one second 
Terrace Arena Tuesday Skeena Hotel took the lead though, and Dave Sharpe's period penalty being handed 
night saw Totem Ford once again at the 12:27 mark quick wrist shot from theslot out to Totem Ford. 
squeak by a game Skeena 
Hotel squad by the narrow 
margin of 4-3 .  
Skeena Hofel struck 
quickly, Bob Couture's goal 
with just 56 seconds gone 
giving them an early 1-0 
advantage. The two teams 
played scoreless hockey for 
most of the rest of the first 
period, until Ran Smaha 
deflected a rebound from 
Bob Middleton's shot past a 
sprawling Ron Marleau, 
tying the game at one apiece 
with just 44 seconds 
remaining in the opening 
period. 
The two teams played a 
scoreless econd period, with 
most of the action being in 
the Totem Ford end of the 
ice. This set the stage for an 
entertaining final period, 
IN MENS BASKETBALL 
of the period, when Brian 
Kormendy scored, Bob 
Couture and Cliff Flury 
assisting on the play. Totem 
Ford came right back with a 
goal by Rick Letewski, once 
again tying the score. Mike 
Ford scored what proved to 
he the game winner at 16:15 
of the final frame, Rend 
Michaud assisting on that 
one. 
With just 1:48 remaining in 
the contest, Skeena Hotel 
decided to gamble, pulling 
netminder Run Marleau in 
favor of an extra attacker, 
with the faceoff in Totem 
Ford's end of/.he rink. The 
move backfired, however, as 
Totem Ford won the draw, 
and Rick Letawski let a long 
shot go from his own side of 
the centre line that found the 
open net, and gave Totem 
found its way past Totem 
Ford netminder Gerry 
Lamming, closing the gap to 
4-3 with 55 seconds still 
remaining on the clock. 
Skeena Hotel once again 
pulled their netminder, and 
poUred on the pressure for 
the remainder of the game, 
'but Totem Ford'.~ defence 
was equal to the task, and 
held theoppositlon fffor the 
4-3 victory, 
Gerry L.amming played an 
outstandinggame in goal for 
Totem Ford, as they were 
outsbot by Skecna Hotel 32- 
17. Totem Ford made the 
most of their opportunities 
when they presented 
themselves, thus the 4-3 win. 
The game was cleanly 
played, with just four minor 
penalties called the entire 
match. Skeena Hotel 
, r ; +," ' . I  +q'+~ . : '% .,'. 
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The next scheduled action 
in the Terrace Commercial 
Hockey League is tonight, 
8:30 at the Terrace Arena, 
when Gordon & Anderson 
will take on the Terrace 
Chrysler Juveniles. 
Terrace tops kitimat 
In two inter-city Mens creased to 30 points, for a Kitimat Industrial 77. 
Basketball games Tuesday final tally of 87-57 in favor of Three players had over 20 
night, Terrace teams howed 
their supremacy when the 
Skeena Hotel Orphans 
downed the Kitimat City 
Centre squad 87-57 in the 
opening match, and Kluss & 
Sons defeated Kitimat In- 
dasiriai 113-77 in the second 
game. 
The Skeena Hotel Orphans 
had a fairly easy time of it in 
the first game, and had 
bpened up a 48-31 lead by 
balftlme. By games end, the 
17 point advantage had in- 
the Orphans. Jon Gurhan led 
the way for Skeena Hotel 
with 34 points, while Joe 
Prokopchuk had 15. Mike 
Nearit scored 15 points for 
Kitimat City Centre. 
Klnss & Sons dominated 
the second game, and had 
built a 50-35 lead over 
Kitimat Industrial by 
halftime. They continued to 
pour it on in the second half, 
and by the time the smoke 
had cleared, the scoreboard 
read Kluss & Sons 113, 
points for Kluss & Sons, 
Andy Rugroyk leading the 
way with 26. John Walberg 
had 22 points, while Willie 
Chemko contributed 20 
points. 
The next scheduled action 
in the Terrace Mens 
Basketball League is 
tonight, at Skoena Secondary 
School, when All Seasons 
take on Ev's Clippers at 8:00 
P.M., and Skeena Hotel 
Orphans go against Kluss & 
Sons at 9:15 P.M. 
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I And talk it up while rates 
are  down. 
Rate does not apply off calls 
fi'om hotel, motel or coin 
telephones or to ~me 
Northern points not ~rved  
by B C. Tel. 
B.C. Tel's weekend rate is really cheap. 
You can dial direct (112) to most places in 
B.C. between 5 p.m. Friday and 5 p.m. 
Sunday for just ;:15¢ or less per minute. 
(Minimum charge 23¢ a call.) 
call .,u)meone you farley long distance 
. this weekend. 
B. C, TEL 
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Words interest 
• * ~ . " MADISON, W~s tAP) The survey was taken be educatton will be able to 
What do you call a hand tool tween 19~ and 1970 in 1,002 interpret he data, 
for cutting underbrush and communities. Casaldy'a Thewhite-hsired professor 
digging out roots? 
If you answered "mat- 
tack," you matched the most 
common answer given by 
Americans. If you said 
"briar snath," you're 
probably from the Tennessee 
backwoods. "Hedge knife" 
betrays an lllinois 
background, while "scrub 
axe" indicates a Georgia 
upbringing. "Hand sy" is 
used in Nebraska, and "bog- 
ging hoe" in rural New York. 
Those are but a few of the 
85 answers to that single 
question by three million 
Americans in a question- 
naire, the responses towhich 
will be a major part of the 
first Dictionary of American 
Regional English. 
Theproject, started in 1965 
with publication expected in
1981, is headed by University 
of Wisconsin Prof. Fred 
Ca~idy and financed with 
foderaifunds. 
Cassidy, chief editor on a 
staff of 14 at the campus 
here, ~ys  the four-volume, 
60,000-entry work will he the 
first ever to assemble, 
identify and explain past and 
curent American slang. 
"It's a huge mass of mate. 
rial," says Cassidy. 
"Nobody han a collection like 
that anywhere." 
material includes 843 hag- 
hour tape recordings of 
regional speech patterns 
from all 50 states. 
Researchers also have' 
assembled ata from M0 
regional novels and word 
lists released by the 
American Dialect Society 
since it was founded with the 
idea of publishing such a dic. 
tionary 80 years ago. 
"The last several years 
have been spent processing 
and editing," Cassidy says. 
"It's very slow work." 
In fact, only words 
beginning with A have been 
completed to date. 
Sample sheets show that 
each entry in the dictionary, 
to be published by the 
Harvard Press, will include 
what the word or phrase 
means and who says it, 
broken down both by 
geographic region and by the 
size of the community and 
age, race, sex and education 
of its inhabitants. 
Some entries will include 
maps showing locations 
where a word is used. 
While the work will be used 
primarily for academic 
studies, Cassidy promises it
will be written so that 
anyone with a high school 
says there is little difference 
between speech patterns for 
men and women except for a 
few words which men rarely 
use, such as "darling" as an 
adjecllve. 
"But there are a lot of ex- 
pressions that blacks use 
that whites don't know at 
all," he says. 
Cassidy enjoys his work, 
particularly the delight in 
seizing upon a bizarre or 
humorous expression. There 
are thousands of examples, 
be says, but one of his 
favorites is a Wisconsin ex- 
pression which describes an 
untrustworthy man as 
having "haasup his nose." 
Some current expressions, 
especially in areas such as 
Appalachia, are actually 
ancient wording derived 
from the writings of 
Chaucer, Shakespeare or 
Milton, Cassidy says. 
For instance, it took a lot 
of digging to determine that 
"mania porchia," a 
Maryland expression for an 
a lcoho l i c ' s  de ler ium 
tremens, is derived from a 
Middle Ages Latin medical 
Mothers wield 
the big stick 
CALGARY (CP) --  
Mothers tend to play a larger 
disciplinary role with young 
children than do fathers, 
says a University of Calgary 
psychologist who is studying 
the mental, social and 
emotional development of 
twins. 
Hugh Lytton says his re- 
search, funded by a $64,000 
government grant, shows 
that mothers tend to com- 
mand more than fathers, but 
when it comes to seeking 
comfort, 70 per cent of the 
2th.year.old children studied 
sought out their mothers. 
Lytton says mothers tend 
to intervene more even when 
fathers are present. "Only in 
rough-and.tumble p ay does 
father get more involved 
than the mother does." 
The observations were 
made during early evening 
hours, when fathers tended 
to be more positive towards 
their children, responding to
them affectionately. 
Fathers, Lytton said in an 
interview, tend to take fewer 
negative actions towards 
children, such as criticising 
them. 
Of the children studied 
who sought out their fathers 
when they wanted comfort, 
many were twins. 
Lytton found that when the 
father was present, the 
mother gave relatively 
fewer directions than when 
alone, but she still issued 
more than the father. 
Lytton began his research 
in 1971 because there have 
been few long.range studies 
on twins, which occur ap- 
proximately once in every 
100 births. He observed 
almost every set of male 
twins born in Calgary i 1969- 
70. 
He studied 46 sets of twins 
and 44 singietens and ob- 
served parents and children 
in ordinary domestic 
stuations, noting what each 
said and did. 
His initial report looks at 
the development of young 
children's characteristics, 
including speech and parent- 
child interaction. 
His findings suggest hat 
twins are less spoken to 
individually by their 
parents, receive fewer 
directions and meet with less 
praise, approval and overt 
expressions of affection. 
Lytton said this doesn't 
mean that parents of twins 
care less for their children. 
The problem is one of 
logistics. 
Parents of twins talk more 
with their children than 
singleton parents but the 
focus is divided between the 
two children, not centred on 
one. 
In most families, he found, 
the closer the children are in 
age themore difficult it is for 
parents to give them the 
attention they would like to. 
Lytton said that because 
language competence, bnsie 
to school achievement, is 
established in early years, 
verbal interaction between 
parents and children is vital. 
It has been found that the 
average scores of twins on 
language, intelligence and 
achievement tests tend to be 
lower than those for 
singletons. 
The next step in the 
research program is to look 
at achievement and sneial 
relations in school. 
"We want to see if they 
have made up for the initial 
vulnerability in language 
that would affect heir school 
achievement," Lytton said. 
Cancer detection 
has  some success  
BRISBANE, Australia 
(CP) -- A simple early 
detection test for some forms 
of cancer, developed by an 
Aust ra l ian  med ica l  
researcher five years ago, 
has met with some success 
both in Australia and 
overseas. 
The trials took place in 2O 
extract of cancer tumor 
tissue. 
"H the patient does not 
have cancer, the cells will 
adhere readily to a solid 
object such as a glass slide 
placed in the mixture. If the 
cells do not stick as well as 
they should, it shows the 
patient has cancer." 
Dr. Halliday says the 
research  ins t i tu tes ,  reasons why the process 
universities anct hospitals in works as it does are not yet 
Australia, Canada, the 
United States, Britain and 
Czechoslovakia. 
Dr. William J. Halliday, a 
University of Queensland 
reader in immunology who 
evolved the new technique, 
said cross-checking of 
results from all areas has 
proved the test. 
He said the test, known as 
LAI (leucocyte adherence 
inhibition), can be com- 
pleted in a few hours while 
other methods take several 
days. 
"The technique is fairly 
simple," he says. "A blood 
sample taken from the 
patient is separated into two 
portoneone of leucocytes 
( white blood cells) and one of 
blood serum. 
"The white cells are 
washed and mixed with an 
fully understood. 
But it has undergone x- 
tensive checks. 
Dr. Hallidsy says 
researchers at the Princess 
Alexandra Hospital in 
Brisbane had checked the 
validity of the technique with 
melanoma patients. Other 
doctors at the Grcemlopes 
Repatriation Hospital, also 
in Brisbane, had tested it on 
patients with pancreatic 
tumors. 
Further tests had covered 
victims of bowel cancer. It 
also had been applied to 
some patients with unknown 
diseases and found to be 
useful in indicating the 
presence of cancer. 
Although it had not yet 
been tested on all forms of 
the disease, itwas hoped that 
the process could be applied 
uniformly. 
term. 
The dictionary shows that 
American, or rather the 
strange brand of English 
spoken in the U.S., is con- 
stantly growing and shifting, 
with nswwords and sayings 
and meanings every day. 
"People compete to say 
something a little bit bet- 
ter," Cassidy says. 
"They try to outdo each 
other, even if it's un- 
consciously. That's how 
we've come up with ex- 
pressioas for a heavy rain- 
storm such as duck 
drownder, frog walloper and 
chunk floater." 
THE Y CARE 
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Jodi in the Children's Hospital 
A child needs help 
Care and concern for a 
sick child is what Children's 
Hospital is all about. Two 
year old Terrace child, Jedi, 
a patient at Children's, isone 
of the youngsters from the 
community who benefits 
from the specialized 
treatment available at 
Children's Hospital in 
Vancouver. Fifteen children 
from Terrace were 
Whooper watchers 
GRAYS LAKE, Idaho 
(AP) - -  Every October, as 
days become shorter and air 
and apples grow crisper, the 
Grays Lake eranes go into 
their ritual "spiritual" 
hefdre migrating. 
These days, the ritual 
meam more than ever to 
wildlife researchers. It 
means a week of worry as a 
budding flock of endangered 
whooping cranes works its 
way to New Mexico with 
adopted sandhill crane 
parents. For days, anxious 
officials Wait by phones like 
expectant fathers, and for 
good reason. 
More than once in this cen- 
tury, the whooper has been 
believed extinct. In 1941, 
only 15 birds could be found. 
Since the crane is native only 
to .North America, the 
Canadian and United States 
governments and the 
National Audubon Society 
took action. 
The whoopers' nesting 
area finally was discovered 
near the Yukon in 1954. 
Canada set aside the site now 
known as Wood Buffalo 
National Park in Alberta nd 
the flock began to grow 
again. 
Still, more had to be done. 
Since the whooper lays two 
eggs, and only one usually 
reaches maturity, wildlife 
biologists began removing 
the spare gg from nests and 
incubating it. 
But except for a captive 
flock of cranes in Laurel, 
Md., most attempts to hatch 
• the eggs failed--until Grays 
Lake. 
The Grays Lake ex- 
periment is the most 
dramatic attempt to ensure 
a future for the majestic 
bird, which can live up to 60 
years. 
Here's how it works: 
With one flock of whoupers 
firmly established at the 
Wood Buffalo park, both 
Canadian and U.S. officials 
believed a backup flock of 
and veer into the Wood 
Buffalo flight path. 
Not so. Not only have the 
young cranes learned to live 
on a sandhilrs diet, they've 
learned their homing pat- 
terns as well. 
• One stop the whoopors will 
make en route to the B~sque 
del Apache Wildlife Refuge 
in New Mexico is the Ouray 
refuge near Roosevelt, Utah. 
Herb Troester, the manger 
there, has gone out of his 
way to make sure the 
whoopers have top ac- 
commodations when they 
arrive. 
'Tve been burning the bul- 
rushes and cattails off to 
make it more open for 
them," he explained. "We 
also began farming Ouray 
last year for the first time in 
seven years, leaving a stand 
of grain in the field for feed." 
After Ouray, it's a short 
flight to the Monte Vista 
Refuge in Colorado, then on 
to New Mexico. The route is 
so critical to the crane's 
survival that Drewien 
himself makes the trip, 
wintering with the whoopars 
in the Southwest to conduct 
further studies. 
Whether the whoopors will' 
mate is the next question. Al- 
ready one young crane is 
staking out an area--a sure 
sign he's got mating on his 
mind. If, next spring, he 
returns and performs the 
whooper's f lamboyant 
mating dance, there'll be 
celebrating at Grays Lake. 
whoopers should be nurtured 
along another migration 
route. That's where Grays 
Lake and Rod Drewien came 
in. 
Drewien was intrigued by 
a proposal by Fred G. Bard, 
a Canadian aturalist, o set 
whooping crane eggs in the 
nests of sandhill cranes for 
hatching. 
While a doctoral candidate 
at University of Idaho, 
Drewien found he could 
shuffle the sandhill eggs 
from one nest to another 
without problems. He also 
discovered that the Grays 
Lake sandhill was similar in 
size and temperament to the 
whooper. In 1974, he began 
his experiment. 
Fertile whooping crane 
eggs were band.carried in 
padded cases from Wood 
Buffalo and Maryland to the 
Idaho refuge. 
To everyone's delight, the 
parent sandhills Drewien 
had selected not only hat- 
ched the eggs, but integrated 
the young whoopers into the 
family unit. The Grays Lake 
project was under way. 
it hasn't been easy. Many 
whooper chicks died. 
Coyotes, cold weather and 
wire fences took their toll. Of 
the61 eggs d{divered to 
Drewien since 1975, only 
seven whoopers remain. 
"We've removed 15 miles 
of wire fence that caused 
problems," Drewien says. 
"Sandhill parents would take 
the chicks to feed and 
whooper young were so tall 
they kept walking into the 
strands. 
"Predators are not as big a 
problem now either. Ten- 
totively we should be getting 
eggs through 1980 and 
eventually hope to have a 
flock of ~0 pairs of whnopers 
here." 
Among Drewien's worries, 
the new migration path was 
once the most crucial. Many 
feared the whooping cranes 
would leave their ;mrents 
hospitalized during the past 
nine months at Children's. 
The B.C. Moose 
Association sponsor March 
of Dimes in the community 
of Terrace in an effort o lend 
.financial assistance to the 
hospital. 
,Easy to date these 
BELFAST, Ireland (CP) material such as wood, bone 
- -  It's easy to date Egyptian and charcoal can be dated by 
mummies and pyramids, be. 
cause the Egyptians left 
written evidence from which 
exports can work out details 
as far back as 3000 BC. 
However, for most of the 
world this is not the ease and 
studies of the past have 
increasingly relied on 
science. Most of these 
depend in some measure on 
the decay of radioactivity. 
Radiocarbon dating is just 
such a method. The 
radioactive isotope of car- 
ben, for example, decays to 
hag its original strength in 
about 5,570 years. 
Since carbon is present in 
all living things, organic 
this method. 
When the organic material 
dies, the carbon decays 
slowly. By measuring the 
rate of radioactive decay it is 
possible to calculate the 
proportion of carbon present 
and so estimate the time 
since death. 
Checking the life of trees 
through their growth rings 
gives scientists a chance to 
calibrate the radiocarbon 
timescale with an absolute 
calendrical  . t imescale 
simply by measuring the 
proportion of carbon in wood 
samples of known age. 
Help Fight t 
RESPIRATORY 
DISEASE 
USE CHRISTMAS SEALS 
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Walker's Special Old 
ueblen " . 
 iili Padqnt age4.d  ' 
Smooth taste. 
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'lhat's what makes it Special Old. 
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B,C, Ters weekend rate is really cheap. 
You can dial direct (112) to most places in 
B.C, between 5 p.m. Friday and 5 p.m. 
Sunday for just  35¢ or less per minute. 
(Minimum charge 23¢ a call.) 
So call someone long distance this 
weekend. A 
Anti.talk it up while rates 
are down. 
Rate does not.apply on calls 
from hotel, motel or coin 
telephones or to some 
Nm~hern points not served 
by B.C. Tel. 
B, D, TEL 
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Oust Bonner 
..: VICTORIA (CP) -- energy and coal as a matter 
-Remarks about he need for 
:nuclear ~wer  in British 
Columbia have prompted the 
S ier ra  Club's western 
.Canada chapter to call for 
'rite removal of Robert Ben- 
nor from B.C. Hydro and 
"' Power Authority. 
Club spokesman Bob 
Nixon said today that 
Premier Bill Bennett's 
failure to make Hydro.ac- 
countable to the legislature 
and the people has pfrmitted 
Boaner, who is Hydro chair- 
man, to declare openly that 
public opinion has no place in 
the choice of B.C.'s future 
energy technology. 
Bonner said Tuesday that 
Hydro will have to start con- 
struetion 6f a nuclear power 
plant in the province within 
10 years as part of a 
provincial effort toward 
energy independence. 
"Of coarse nuclear will be 
part of our future whether 
people like it or not," Bonner 
told a meetong of the Assnci- 
• at•on of Professional 
Engineers of B.C. 
Nixon said that if Bennett 
does not get rid of Bonner 
"for essentially advocating 
the demise of democracy in
B.C,, it suggests several 
unpleasant possibi l i t ies 
about his government." • 
Nixon said the possibilities 
include that the government 
already has secretly ap- 
proved a nuclear future for 
• B.C.; that the cabinet 
already has secretly ap- 
proved the decision to allow 
large-scale uranium mining; 
that it is secret cabinet 
~ licy to arrange timing of notions o that citizens will 
nat be permitted tovote upon 
major  cont rovers ia l  
government decisions; and 
to oppose all attempts by 
citizens to gain freedom of 
information rights or to gain 
referendum rights. 
Nixon said his fears about 
secret government policy 
may be incorrect but if 
Bonner stays "that is 
evidence enough that our 
concerns are totally cor- 
rect," 
Bonnsr told the engineers 
that nuclear and coal 
technologies, combined with 
energy conservation, private 
use of rooftop heat collectors 
~d photovoltaic ells, are 
part of the province's energy 
future, 
He said Hydro engineers 
have not yet picked a site for 
a nuclear plant but are 
keeping abreast of .the 
technology. 
Bonner said that people 
may be concerned about he 
safety of nuclear power 
plants, but also are con- 
cerned with not having 
enough electricity. 
He said• a reversion to 
eoalburning technologies, in
terms of probability, would 
have more adverse health 
effects than all the nuclear 
power plant experience since 
1945. 
Bonner called for the 
export of hydroelectric 
Hospital 
society 
planned 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) - -  
Ti/e provincial government 
plans to form a society by 
eai'ly 1979 to operate 
RiVervlew Hospital in 
nearby Port Coquitlam, 
ust]on and government 
sj~kesmen said today. 
:John Fryer, general 
secretary of the 43,000- 
memher British Columbia 
Government Employees 
Union (BCGEU), said in a 
news release tha( he is sus- 
picious of'the government's 
motives for forming the 
society. 
~Health Minister Bob 
McClelland said in Victoria 
he hopes the society will be 
Operating by early next year. 
"Under the plan, the 3,000 
Riverview employees would 
be tra~ferred tothe society 
from the health ministry. 
Fryer said the government 
has assured the BCGEU, as 
Riverview's bargaining 
agent, that the society will 
remain part of the B.C. 
public service and that the 
employees will retain their 
status under the Public 
Service Act and the Public 
Service Labor Relations Act, 
: He said the government 
-seems to have adopted s 
cashregister approach to the 
social services in B.C,, in 
that "if it is not a paying 
proposition then they don't 
seem to want anything to do 
with it," 
The BCGEU will monitor 
the situation to assure that 
Riverview employees will 
'continue to receive full 
~ot.ec+tton a d benefits of a 
ve agreement, 
of policy. 
VThe challenge of finan- 
c ingthe  transformation 
(from petroleum to other 
energy sources) with a 
country llke Canada, is that 
we're going to have to face 
the prospect of facing our 
energy future with a con- 
~'iderable nergy export 
program," he said. "This 
would be hydro, natural gas 
or coal, notably to the U.S., 
and also some coal export o 
Japan." 
He said it is time to begin 
planning for the substitution 
of other forms of energy for 
petrolemn.. 
Escapee shot 
SAANICH, BC (CP) -- A Police said today's in- 
prisoner who escaped last cident began when police 
week from the federal received a call that a man 
medium-security institution with a shotgun was in a 
at Matsqul, B.C. was in shopping centre parking lot, 
serious condition in hnspitol but the man had left when 
with gunshot wounds to the police arrived. 
head following an early Police said they later re- 
morning shoot-out with ceived a report of a one.ear 
police here. accident, and after Cpl. Bill 
Tommy Young Lackey, 35, Hillcoat of Saanich police 
who was serving a 12.year arrived at the scene, a man 
began shooting at him with a term for armed robbery, 
breaking and entering, and 
theft, was charged in Vic- 
toria provincial court today 
with attempted murder and 
armed robbery. 
Lackey was wanted in con- 
nection with the stabbing of 
prison guard A.A. Smith and 
escaping Friday as he was 
being escorted to the federal 
institution following physi- 
otherapy treatments in 
bo.q )ital. 
sawedoff shotgun. 
Hillcoat, who was hit by 39 
pellets in the leg and thigh 
and another 15 in the belt, 
fired one shot, was shot at 
again, fired four more shots 
and hit the suspect three 
times, a police spokesman 
said. 
Police said Hillcoat, 38, 
was treated in hospital and 
released. 
CB NEWS 
Hi again everybody, 
even though our feet have 
gone webbed, what with 
all this rain we've been 
having lately, we still 
must get another column 
out and waddle on down to 
the press tonight. 
Last week, the G.R.- 
S,B.B.C. bed their dinner 
meeting down at the 
Sandman Inn and 18 
people showed up for a 
very enjoyable time even 
though RAINDROP 
showed up in her boat and 
LITrLE DIPPER set her 
foot on a bone and 
growled at everyone. 
HEY HON was voted into 
the club as an active 
member and active he 
will be very shortly. 
Congratulations to him 
too on winning the prize 
on his first night with us 
(I promise to put his prize 
to good use.) 
BOB-A,-LOUIE who 
hails from that Van- 
couver paid us a surprise 
visit during the dinner 
and passed the 'good 
numbers to all. He even 
beard BRAIDED ROPE 
say that she can hardly 
wait for the next dinner 
meeting. Hey hen, what 
room was that? Did you 
say? 
A word from SUPER 
THIEF is that he would 
like for all the raffle 
tickets to be turned in as 
soon as possible so for all 
you people that have 
them, let's get with it 
(and that includes you 
too, DINe). 
Speaking of which, I 
will be making some 
landlines in the near 
future to enlist your help 
so when you hear my 
voice, be nice for a 
change and please don't 
hang upt Give me a 
chance h? 
Haven't seen WILD- 
CAT around lately, 
wonder what 
SWINGER'S up to? 
Congratulations to 
RAINDROP'S better half, 
GREY CLOUD, on his 
win of that lovely set of 
glasses that he won at 
Sunday's coffee break 
down at the Sandman, 
Congratulations too, to 
LITrLE MAMA on her 
win again of all that green 
stuff, or was it silver this 
time? Only LITTLE 
DIPPER knows*. I 
BUMBLE BEE, a five 
I 
l 
with DINO 
for you from SNAP-ON, 
he wants half of that gift 
certificate you won, 
seeing as it was him who 
pulled your name out of 
the hat. 
For those of you that 
have enquired as to why 
certain articles that you 
have been watching for in 
this column have not 
appeared we can only 
offer apologies at this 
time and hope that in the 
future this can be rec- 
tified. Could it he that 
sometimes I get carried 
away with bucket 
mouthing? 
RADAR, you were 
missed at the coffee 
klatch, what happened? 
Did you decide to get in 
some overtime? 
O.K. gang, time I went 
10-7 and went about my 
daily task of looking 
around for Fred (he's my 
44's pet hamster that 
decided he likes his 
freedom and the run of 
the house, both at the 
same time) so for now, 
take special care and 
have yourselves a good 
week, keep smilin' and 
we'll catch you on the 
return, till then, 3's and 
8'S. 
Pope will emphasize 
human right's cause 
VATICAN CITY {AP) 
Pope John ~ Paul said W.ed- 
nesday lle will devote a lot of 
time and effort o the issue of 
human rights, which he 
called "the great effort of 
our time." 
He said people verywhere 
should defend themselves 
when their rights are 
violated. 
In a speech repeatedly 
interrupted by applause 
from a crowd of I0,000 in his 
weekly public audience, the 
Pope called the search for 
justice "a perennial 
process." 
"Its necessary to regard 
with respect the manifold 
programs and the activity, 
sometime r form.minded, of 
various tendencies and 
systems," he said. "At the 
same time, it is necessary to 
be aware that it is not a 
question above all ofsys- 
tees, but of justice and man. 
It cannot be man for the 
system, but the system must 
be for man. Therefore it is 
necessary to defend oneself 
from any stiffening of the 
system." 
The Pope said he was 
referring to social, 
economic, political and 
cultural systems and added: 
"From this point of view it 
is necessary to evaluate the 
great effort of our time that 
tries to spell out and con- 
solidate human fights in the 
life of today's mankind, of 
Outer Wear  
........... ~ i i  ~ 
TODDLERS 
CHILDRENS - 61RLS - LADIES 
1 Poe, Snowsuits 
Size 2-3X 
Woolworth Reg. Price 21.93 
Woolworth Sale Price 
Save 4.93 
TODDLERS 
6iris Coat 
Size 2-3X 
Woolworth Reg, Price 15.93 
Woolworth Sale Price 12•00 
Save 3,93 
61RLS 
Bomber Ski Jaoket 
Size 7-14 
Down look - metallic blue 
Woolworth Reg. Price 44.95 
w.o O0 
Save 11,96 
iNFANTS 
2 Poe. Pram Sets 
people as well as of states .... 
"The present Pope wiLl 
certainly have to come beck' 
to these subjects many 
times." 
Women 
charged 
~ICTORIA (CP) - Two 
wome/l have been charged 
with conspiracy to import 
marihuana as the result el a 
drug seizure July 15 on the 
west coast of Vancouver 
Island which netted 13 tom of 
marijuana with a wholesale 
value of $20.8 million. 
Vicki Heroin, 25, also 
known as Yield Jackson, of 
Sooke, B.C., and Jill•an 
Marina Penny, 20, of Surrez, 
B.C., were charged Tuesday. 
Fifteen men were arrested 
July 15 near Shelter Inlet, 32 
kilometres northwest of 
Tofioo on Vancouver Island, 
in a raid which included 
RCMP officers, the Co- 
ordinated Law Enforemont 
Unit and 600 to 700 Canadian 
Forces personnel and the 
warships HMCS Kootensy 
and HMCS Terra Nova. 
The 15 men elected trial by 
judge 'and jury. Their 
preliminary hearing is 
scheduled Nov. 20 in Victoria 
provincial court. 
Size 12.18-24 mos, 
Woolworth Reg. Price 23,97 
Woolworth Sale Price 20 ,00  
Save 3,97 
17,00 
61RLS 
2 Poe, Snowmobile Suit 
Size 7-14 
Woolworth Re~. Price 34.87 
Woolworth Sale Price 2 8 ' 0 0  
Save 6,87 
61RLS 
Parka Goat 
Size 7.14 
Woolworth Reg, Price 33.95 
Woolworth Sale l'rlee 2 7 ,0  0 
Save 6.95 
61RLS 
1 Poe. Snowmobile Suit 
Size 7-14 
Woolworth Reg, Price 26.87 
Woolworth Sale Price 2 2  ii O O  
Save 1.87 
LADIES 
Ski Jaoket 
Size S-M-L 
Woolworth Reg. Price 21.88 
Sav.,.--o- 16.00 
BOYS & GIRLS 
1 Poe, Snowmobile Suit 
Size 3-6X 
Woolworth Reg, Price 19.68 
__o..__ 15 .00  
Save 4,B8 
LADIES 
Bomber daoket 
Size S-M-L 
Woolworth Reg. Price 37.76 
30 O0 Save 7,76 • 
LADIES 
Pant Coat 
Size 8-16 
Woolworth Reg, Price 89,97 
Woolworth Sale Price 70'00 
Save 19,97 
BOYS & GIRLS 
2 Poe, Ski Suits 
Size 4-6X 
Woolworth Reg. Price 21,97 
Woelworth Sale Price 18,00 
Save 3,97 
OHILDRENS 
1 Poe, Snowmobile Suit 
Size 4-6X 
Woolworth Reg. Price 24,97 
. -20 .  O0 
Save 4.97 
TEEN 
Quilted Ooat 
Woolworth Reg, Price 45,00 
Woolworth Sale Price 
s,v. lo.oo 36.00 
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. /  , 
Grapefruit 
' ~d  
m 
EACH 
SIZE 4B's ~ 
O0 
- * r . ,  
':':.:2: 
, ,  , /  
, .  ; , 
MAXWELL HOUSE-AUTOMATiO OR 
REG. GRIND 
OLOSED SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11 
¢OF 
LBIIN 
29 
GREEN GIANT BRANO-NIBLETS 
OANADA FANOY 
KERNEL "~'"  
vnu,..~x. 
~o s,v oR,s,. OORN 
12 FL OZ TINS m 
• . . ' . ' : •  E 
, :. •- . . 
. , ' : . ,  . 
O 
., : ,  
•. OugV 
• ~i . . ; - "  , , . ,~ :~ 
OANADA NO. 1 GRADE 
OELLO BAG • 
:!}'! i :: 
"2;~ • 
• .!.~ 
• ,!!i ~? 
" ?!:i' 
v 
, ," 2 _ ~; 
TOP OR BOTTOM OVERWAITEA-1ST CHOICE 
EEl / / 
CANADA GRADE 
I I  
$8 
• PER LB 
I I  
OVERWAITEA OVERWAITEA 
N 
/ 
4 
• • ~,d 
) 
j E 
REG OR THICK SLICES 
V2 RAIS INS  B""  " " " " "  RAIS INS 1 LB 
VAO PKG 
LB 
BAG 19 J 2LB BAG e 19 
ALL PURPOSE 
WESTERN 
FAMILY 
BRAND 
1 . . . 
m L 
10 K6 BAG 48 
WHITE SWAN-ASST'D. or PRINTED 
TOW 
ROLL PKG 1S 
TERRAOE AND KITIMAT 
88 
• . . . "  .; .. 
!:. 
" i "  
' . "4  
, 'o  
if!!, 
! ili " 
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ON THESE DISCOUNT COUPONS 
OFF THE PURCHASE OF 
10 KG BAG 
FLOUR 
(YOUR CHOICE OF BRAND) 
Coupon valid u.,!! November 10th, 1979. Llml,I 
one coupon per family order. COUPON VALID 
AT OVERWAITEA SKEENA MALL ONLY. 
OFF THE PURCHASE OF 
OVERWAITEA 1 LB PKG 
BUTTER 
Coupon valid until November 10th, 1978. Llmll 
one coupon per family order. COUPON VALID 
AT OVERWAITEA SKEENA MALL ONLY. 
O--v-ERWAITEA 4731 LAKELSE AVIS.. SKEENA MALL  
CO,VE,m,T,V LOCATED WiT. ALMOSTT.mTV OT.E, ME,C.A.TS SOME OF W.lC. WlU Be 
OPENING SOON T0 BR ING YOU COMPLETE ONE-STOP SHOPPING. 
IT'S $O 
SIMPLE TO ENTER 
Fill out entry form in this advertisement (below). Clip 
out and take to your Overwaitea in Skeena Mall. Deposit 
in ballot box. That's all you have to do. No purchase is 
necessary. You may use our cash register tape by 
writing your name, address and telephone number on 
reverse side, as an entry form substitute. You don't have 
to be present to win. Overwaitea employees, their 
families and the company's supplier personnel are not 
eligible. There's a lucky draw every week during the 
program. Be present for the draws -- You could be a 
Winner. 
WINNERS OECLARED IN ORDER OF HIGHEST PRIZE FIRST 
Overwaitea Skeena Mall 
LUCKY DAYS DRAW 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) 
CITYIcQMMUNITY TEL. 
This entry is valid for the Friday, November I0, '78 draw~ 
I~tte I:1, 1 l i t  tlarald, Thursday, November 9, 197g 
I I  I I 
TEINIIAOE |RUttS LT!!. 
1111 Ealam i 0-12/4 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys,. Toys 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less SZ00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words $ 
coats per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions 51.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely ,o  rofendo after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2rid 
huerflon. 
Nlowonce can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
OOX NUMBERS: 
7S cents pick up. 
$t.25 mailed. " 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL. CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
c4mts per agate tlfle. 
/l~nimum charge SS.~ per 
• Imorflen. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISlNG: 
S3.60 per COlumn inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
114.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 math  basis only. '. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 clays Prier to 
Ix~bllcatlon clay. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
pebllcatlon day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than, 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
tt.s.F. ~ :  ~ ~'~ ~ 
WEDDING DES.CRIP- 
TIONS: ', 
No charge provided news 
s~d~mitted within one month. 
15.00 Production charge for 
wedding a~l-or engagement 
pk:tures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event  
$10.00 charge, with or  
without pictore. Sublect to 
condensation. Payeble In 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
:Births S.50 
Engagements S.S0 
,agatha S.SO 
Funerals S.50 
Cards of Thanks S.S0 
Memorial Notices S.S0 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
I 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday nlgM at 
8 In the Sk~na Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 
Rape Relief 
~tt~ Cmml~ting 
• Orlsls Line for 
Women 
4=~0N0 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
The Terrace Art Association 
Is holding a pro.Christmas 
Arts and Crafts eale on 
December 1 and 2. All those 
Interested In peftl¢lpatlng 
may write: Terrace Art 
Association, Box 02, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone Mary. 
Walker, 635-6404; JuIle' 
Gellner, 63S.6e36 or Key 
Eheas, 631.1403 for more 
I~ormatlon. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any dunotlons of good, clean 
clothing, any househotd 
Items, toys elc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-$320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donotlons at the Thrift Shop. 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between It e.m. 
3 p.m. Thank you. 
(nctM) 
Order of the Roy~ Purple 
v~ll hold s Novelty Sale and 
Tea on Saturday, November 
111from 1.4 p.m. et the Elks 
Hall. (nc fin) 
I 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effoctive 
October I, 1977 
Single Copy 
By Carrier 
By Carrier 
By Mall 
BY Mall 
By Mall 
Sealer Citizen 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
Ihe services offered locally 
by your Health Unll Staff: 
20¢ CHILD HEALTH CON. 
mth 3.00 FERENCES. 
year 35.00 Held weekly at the Health 
3mth12.00 Unit every Tuesday from 
6mth22.~0 1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
year40.00 for an appointment. 
year 20.00 Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
British Commonwealth and fourth Friday of every 
Unlted States of America one month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
year 51.00. Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. Babysitters who bring 
V8G 2M9 children must have parents 
written consent for ira- 
HOME DELIVERY munization. 
Terrace & District ADULT CLINICS 
Thornhlll&Dlstrlct These are held at the 
Phone63S.6357 Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3 - 4:10 p.m. by appointment 
The Herald reserves the only. 
right to classify ads under PRENATAL CLASSES 
appropriate headings and to Classes are held 
set rates therefore and to throughout the year at in- 
determine page location, tervals for expectant 
The Herald reserves the, parents. Phone the Health 
right to revise, edit, ctaeslfy I Unit for details and/ 
or reject any advertisement .registration. ~ 
and to retain any answers HOME NURSING CARE ;~l(~ 
dlrected to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertiseme~t and 
box rental. 
Box  replies on "Hold" 
Insfructlons not picked up 
wlthln 10days ef explry of an 
advertlse, ment wl l l  be 
destroyed untess malting 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
.to send originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
Nursing care in the home, ~ 
for those who need it on 
referral from their family 
doctor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE , io 
For 4 year old chlldrer~;~: 
Held on third Monday :bf 
every month. Develol~ 
mental, vision, hearing 
screening done. Pleasqd 
phone for appointment, it. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
I-reid,every Monday at. 
ternoon at 1 - 2 p.m. 
CENTENNIAL CH RISI"IAN 
SCHOOL holds tea and 
bazaar at Ihe school, Sat 
Nov. 11 from 7 p m..8 p.m. 
For donations please phone 
635-9077. 
December 11 
BAKESALE 
J p.m ~fthP Co op Prn(*eed~ 
for "the (',.ntennial Christian 
School 
Weight. Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Annual General Meeting of 
Skeena Golf & Country Club 
Society and Election at of. 
ticers will be held at the. 
Terrace Hotel on Wed., Nov. 
15 at 8 p.m. This meeting is 
vital~ It concerns 
ratiticafloh vote re purchase 
of golf club by members. All 
members and olher in 
terested citizens please 
attend. (ncl0 15) 
The Terrace Concert 
Association is pleased to 
announce that the New York 
Harp Ensemble wi l l  be 
replacing the Chitlri Arpi 
Harpists who were not 
permitted to leave Russia for 
~dhelr North American Tour. 
The New York Ensemble are 
the only other touring har- 
plat in the world and we are 
forlunate to be able fo hear 
this accomplished group. 
This is a rare opportunity to 
I~ar skilled and talenled 
musicians perform Scarlattl, 
Bach, Bartock and VIvaldl in 
a relaxing, pleasant at- 
mosphere. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received 'by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertiser requesting space, 
that the liability of the. 
Herald In the event of failure 
to .n ubtl~2~at).=. |~  ~ r~i~e m~nt 
~.~n t ~ t  ~)f'-~ err'or. 
• el~sarM9 ,~'~tn ,,~ the--a~d- 
vertlsement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one In- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
awrect or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any parson because 
Of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of orlgln, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 6.5 
years, unless the condition is 
Iustifled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
The Sixth Annual 
Smorgasbord of the Terrace 
Salvation Army will be held 
On Nov. 11th featuring a 
complete assortment of 
Native Canadian cuisine. 
Tickets are available 
through contacting the 
Salvation Army. Admission: 
Adutls $3.00. Children. $2.00. 
Between 1 and S p.m. (10. 
11n) 
The Salvation Army will be 
sponsm'tng a Christmas Tea 
8~J Sole on Oocmnboy 9 
between 1 and 5 p.m. Ad- 
mission Sl.00 -- 4637 Walsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
(9.9n) 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Coil for help from Right.to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635-3164 
Carat at 63.5.5136 
Janna at 635..IS03 
WANTED DONATIONS 
• The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped ere 
looking for donstlons of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us st 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
V.D. CLINIC ,,,~ The concert will be held in 
Held every Monday at 3:30~-.,the 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
GLINIC ' 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No. 205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and p!annlng for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabil itation done by 
consultant. 
Christ Church Anglican 
Kitimat, will be holding its 
annual 
SNOWFLAKE BAZAAR:: 
ON: 
Saturday, Nov. 25 
from 
1:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
There will be a sewing table, 
• tea table, bake table, men's 
gourmet booth, white 
elephant table, plants, 
books, fish pond for children. 
Comeand do your Christmas 
shopping, Everyone is 
welcome. (oc14-24) 
Learn to Fly. Join Air 
Cadets, Terrace Squadron Is 
accepting" applications for 
September. If you enjoy or 
think you would enjoy flying, 
r i f le range, outdoor ac- 
tivities and are between 13.18 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
Bev Toss at 635-7598 
Ladies Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening --  6:30 p.m. 
- -  United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. (nc-10.141 
St. Matthews Anglican 
Church Women of Terrace 
are having 
Christmas 
Bazaar 
Nov. 25, 1978 from 
2-4p.m. 
In Church Hall 
(n¢lS.24) 
Do You Feel You Have 
ADrinking Problem? There 
is help 
Avallablel 
phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Man.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
The I.O.F. are holding their Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
on Nov. tS, 1970 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
from t • 3 p.m. Christmas 
ornaments and lots of gifts 
for everyone. (nc24 24nov) 
R.E.M. Lea Theatre 
on 
NOV. t4.8p.m. 
Tickets $6.00. Available at 
the door or by membership. 
(nc14.14) 
Terrace Little Theatre's first 
production "Vanities" opens 
November 14 and plays Nov. 
16 to 18 and Nov. 23 - 25, 
starting at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
Sl.58 for Tuesday, Nov. 14, 
$3.00 for Thursdays and $4.00 
for Fridays and Saturdays. 
On sale at McColl's Real 
Estateor at the door. (nc13- 
17) 
Kathryn Cernauskas has 
studied in North America 
and Europe with some of the 
world's greatest masters of 
the flute. She Is a very 
versatile musician, per- 
forming regularly with the 
Vancouver Society for Early 
Music and being a founder 
member of Days, Months 
and Years to Come, an en- 
semble specializing in the 
performance of recent 
music. 
Davled Humphreys is a 
British born harplst who has 
recently settled In Van- 
couver. His activities include 
working with the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra, the 
Vancouver New Music 
Society and Symphonle 
Canadlana. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
NOV. 25 - -  8 p.m. 
Tickets - lB.00 at dc-r o? by 
membership. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services: 
. Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day care for working" 
people 
- Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge. 
635.2265. 
The Pacific North'west Music 
Festival wilr be holding its 
monthly meeting at 4;41 
Lnen Ave. on Wednesday, 
Nov. IS at 8 p.m. Anyone 
interested wishing to obtain 
information on the festival is 
more than welcome to at- 
tend. (nc5-lS) 
Auditions for Terrace Little 
Theatre's pring production 
of "You're A Good Man 
Charlie Brown", a musical 
will take place on Nov. 18 at 
1:30 p.m. and Nov. 2O at 7:3o 
p.m. at the Terrace Little 
Theatre, 3625 Kalum St. 
Phone 638.1418 or 635-9444 for 
more information. (no) 
Terrace Little Theatre needs 
a pianist for rehearsals and 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  productfon of "You're a 
A tea and bazaar will be held Good Man Charlie Brown." 
in Knox United Church on Phone 63&1418 or o35-9444 for 
Saturday, December2 from interview information. No 
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc.tfni fortune but lots of fame. ¢nc) 
Annual 
Bazaar & Tea 
of Branch 73, B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners will be held 
Saturday, Nov. iS, 1978 
Banquet room at the Terrace 
Arena, 2 - 4 p.m. (no7-17) 
NOMINATION 
CONVENTION 
Skeena Provincial  NDP 
Association will be holding a 
Nomination Convention at l 
p.m. on Saturday, Dee emhar 
9, 1978 in the Thornhill 
STAINED GLASS 
Windows - -  Lamps - -  made 
to order and repairs. 
Matt & Kaye Ehaes. 
638-1403 
(p17,30) 
Girl guld~ cgokies t0r~sale. 
Will deliver. 63S.3553. 635. 
3260. 635.3294. (nc.tfn) 
Community Centre. For Firewood for Sale. Bill 
further information contact Geler. Box 585, Terrace, B.C. 
Bob Goffinet, constituency Phene638.1768. (p10.13) . .  
seoretary, at 632.7039 or, 10& . . . .  . . . . . . . .  __  : : ~:. 
1547 Albatross, Kitimat, B.C. 
V8C ll~J. (a2-10) 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST' 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best'" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
Large bales of hay for sale: 
$2.75 per bale. Phone 635- 
7878. (1)5-15) 
To buy or sell Avon" call 
Mary, 635-2517. (ctf.04) 
Firewood for Sale. Phone 
tp Bd) 
Firewood for sale. Half and 
half birch and hemlock. ~0 a 
cord, Phone 635-7908. (cS-lS) 
GARAGE 8&LE 
To be held at  4"/460lson 
iEmm 
Two young gentlemen with 
references require a 2 
bedroom furnished or partly 
furnished house In town. 
Phone 635.4416. (pS-1O) 
3 bedroom house wanted to 
rent. Near the high school 
area by Dec. 1, 1.978. 635.4334. 
(105.10) 
1972 Chev Impala. Must sell. 
Good condition. Inquire no. 
44 .  3624 Kalum, Sunnyhill 
Trailer Court. (i)3-13) 
CHINOOK 
TRAILER 
SALES LTD. 
N EW-- We Invite you to stop 
and see our new line of 
custom vans from Sundial 
Wunted~ to Rent: garnge Camper of Canada. These 
space for car. 638-8450. (i)4- vans feature custom exterior 
I0) paint with extremely well 
Retail or 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
in choice location on Lazelle 
Shopping Con*re, Terrace, 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255~1939 
Vancouver. Avallabl(~ Sept. 
1, 1978. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. Avenue, lotto'day, 
Electrical and Refrigeration November IS starting at I I  
contract, a.m. (02-10) 
House wiring. 
63,5.3876 (ctf) Cast-b'on box stove-heater. 
~65.00. Used 2 months. Phone 
SPORTSMEN'S 635-6601. (p3-!3) 
BARBER SHOP 
Now Open Fridays ,il eight; For Sale: 30' fifth wheel 
Across from Pos~ Office. trailer. Has many extras (F&I7) 
" BUBINF-,6~ 
OPPORTUNITIES 
ForSale 
Complete coffee truck 
business for sale. Est. 6 
~ears. E,dleas potential. No 
competition. Total S5,000 
Phone 635-4350 after 4 p.m. 
included. 100 lb. propane. 
bottle'• AM-FM cassette 
radio' AC-I/C color TV/"  
spare tire, 14' awning.', 
~ .set up & sld~ted;./~ - "'NOTICE 
6SS'~I('~'. ' IO) ' :i/: ' Cha~ Mazda prices and 
BUILDING .•. product before buyL,~ a I or 
DEMOLITION SALE • '~ ; 2 year old vehicle. Yon may. 
• : at ". '~. '.be pa~ing more than a brana 
~702 Tuck Kve. , new vehicle with no 
3773 Emerson 
(a 06) 
GOLDEN RULE' 
Odd lobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum. 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
finished Interiors and 
represent the best of the 
personal vehicle market. 
USED-  1975 Ford F250 
Crew Cab - -  low mileage. 7 
ft. box. Excellent buy for 
large family or contractor. 
~SS00. , 
1977 International Terra 
Scout 4x4 pickup. Automatic 
trans. Locking hub, Diesel 
power. $7000. 
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
Cutlass Station Wagon. 
Slightly above average 
mileage. Below average 
price. S3100. 
1973 Into'national Travelall. 
Low mileage, power 
steering, power brakes. 
Trailer towing equipment. 
Excellent buy for large 
passenger and cargo 
capacity. $3800. 
1974 Oldsmobile Regency 98. 
Four door, fully equipped, 
new radial tires. 1,1000. 
'197S GMC ~/, Ton Camper' 
Special Pick.up Truck. 8200 : :  
G.V.W. 454 engine, dual 
exhaust, camper package, : 
Excellent condition. S~00... 
Hourly & Contract Phone ~LS.=STt . . . .  warranty! Dealer no. D1113A. (actf.nl), .  
635.3479anytlme Wiedows, doors, stoves, G.E. Skeens Auto Metal . ; ~ : 
(A JI2) ' trigs, sinks, tables, chaIl:s, Hwy~ 16 West Blue V2 T. Dodge P.U. "4! ~. 
"terrace, B C 40Q9 waft heaters, 500" amp • • speed, wall to wall, AM.FJ~: i 
D L 00391A to n - -SKEENACOL'ORS service, 100 watt switches, ('if" pedeck. Ma y extras.' 
. plumbing Qtt/ng~, electric a ) ' n" Must be seen. 5445 Hepple . 
• Residentlal~ .... ~ fittlngs/i~.tolleJs, lamps, ~ - Rd. ~.~67.01. (c8-13) ~,: - 
Commerciai#a~nting ..... dlshes~,/des'k~, dressbrs--:  1969 El Canline. Good con.; " " " r - 
others. (a-cff) dition, new radialk $I ,~. For sale: 1964 Ford '~z Ton 
Phone 638.1835 Call 635-4716 after 5 p.m. (i)3- 
'(at4) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open fill 5 p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. Reasonable rates. 
1931 Qusensway Or. 
Lost from 3300 Thomas. 
Doberman Pincher. One 
year old, wearing choker 
chain. Ears not cut. Answers 
to the name • of Dilllnger. 
Reward offered. Phone 635. 
5937 or 638-1613. (all) 
Lost 'around Sandman Inn. 
White long-haired male cat, 
named Bobby wearing nflea 
collar. Please contact 
Susanne Maw, Parkside 
School, 635-3513. (c2-10) 
Paper Carrier for Terrace 
Herald needed for the Mc- 
Connell area on. the bench. 
Phone 
~ T  
(oc-cffn) 
Receptionist Clerk wanted. 
Opening in our local branch 
office for a person who meets 
people well, handles figures 
accurately and can type. 
Five day week, neat 
10) 
1974 Chrysler Newport. A-I 
Grader top hire. Will co conditlon. Low mileage. 
driveway, parking lots etc. Must be seen to be ap- 
Nothing too big or too small, pL'cctated. Best offer over 
Phone 63S.9605. (C5.10) $2,500takea. Phone 635-7878. 
Carpent ry -  Handyman, (I~-15) 
avsiinble. Small jobs 
desired: remodell ing. 1974 Ford t/2 ton pickup. 360 
cement work, fix.up. For/ motor, auto, radial tires, 
information phone 635-3~1, eloctronic Ignition. Phone 
Wilkerson. (I)5-15) 635.9520 after 4. (c.th,F) 
'For Sale: 1978, 318 Dodge 
van. 4 speed, with overdrive. 
9,000 miles. Warranty valid. 
WANTED Phone 638.8231. Ask for 
Copies of September 12, 1970, Dove. (pS.91 
Doily Herald. . 
If brought to office, we'll 1953 iCinssie Chevy; Cam- 
pay you S2.00. (ncifn) ' pletely, restored to im- 
maculate perfection in- 
P.U. Runs good, in good 
condition. Open to often,. 
Phone 635-7074. (c3-10) ., . . . . .  
Gas eaver--35 miles to ~ze-  
gallon. Excellent condlt~}. "
1976 Ford Courier Piek~il~;~ 
27,000 miles. Asking 13,(~}~:.-: 
Phone 638.1613 days, 635-5937 " 
nights. (~14) 
For Sale: V-0 Vega. :/=X~ 
cellent condition. Hlgh 
performance 350. Phone .335 i 
6844. (cl0.nl0) , . 
1975 Datsun P.U. w-2~000 
engine, Winnebago canopy, 
heavy duty bumper, front 
tire mount. 22,000 miles. Best 
offer. Phone 638-8255 after 5 
p.m. (ctfn-ng) 
1975 Dodge Van. P.S., 318 V- 
8. Excellent work van in Wanted to rent: garage for dudlng button.tufted leather 
winter months to store interior. Rebuilt engine with good condition. 638-1151 al~ei, 
vehicle. Phone 635-2154 after. EdelSrock, dual carbe, 5 p.m. (c3-13) 
5p.m. (tM.stf) N~dJory, lsk~,, Hurst and '~ 
many chrome accessories. 1967Mustang. 302 automa~ic~ 
P.S. Best offer. 635-9757. (¢5. 
Phone 6,~-5993, 9 a.m. - 3 15) 
p.m. (p10-21) ":' 
engine, '4 chains, in first 
class condition. Phone 635. 
6873. (ci0.I0) 
FOR 6ALE BY OWNER 
Thrce bedroom berne On 
large corner lot, Many 
features must be seen to 
be appreeisted. For ap- 
pointment phone 659--2442 
days,63~4728 evenings. (e14- 
Z4) 
2 bedroom house. Close to 
school and downtown. 
Asking S3S,00O. For ap- 
congenial office con- palntment to view phone 635- 
veniently located, salary 3898. (v2O.20n) 
varies on experience. MUSTSELL 
Someone who's interested 
in gradually assuming ad- 
ditiorml responsibility and 
increasing personal value 
and income. 
Apply at Avco Financial 
Services Ltd., 4617 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace, B,C. or 
phone 635-7107. (sS-15) 
Full or part.time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, I76 . aS*per hour. 
Training is available. For 
interviews call Joan • 638- 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(clf) 
Herald olasgifiedg 
get results! 
By builder. 9 brand new 
homes. 1040 sq. ft., carpet 
throughout,  f i rep lace  
carport; S year new home 
builder warranty. C.M.H.C. 
approved and inspected. For 
a price yon can afford - -  
under $S0,000. For ap- 
pointment to view phone Ben 
Faber Construction. 635- 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L- 
shaped home with full 
basement and fireplace. 
Wi l l  finish to your 
choice. Phone 
63S-6011 
635-4094 
(attn.026) 
i l  
%.  
I , PrOperty ~ r ~ ";= 
• PRINOE RUPERT, B.0. 
5.2+ acres located in Yellowhead Centre" 
Industrial Park, Prince Rupert, for sale by~. 
public tender - closing date 22 November..: 
1978. 
Contact Ms. AngelB Plasterer at B.C.: 
Hydro, 663-3228, for conditions of sale. ~! 
(a4-9,10,14,16) 
/I I 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now available on our lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobile homes. You choose your 
decor,  and we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of S2S00 applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver. return. For 
free credit check and approval please phone 
coiled. 
Parker Homes of Canada Md. 
935-5447 
I I 
t 
r 
/ 
] 
x 
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iVlAL JL"UW +.I{ . . . . .  . . . . .  . . .+ .+._ .  : .+  ,.+ . . . .  • . . . .  • , , . . . . .  . , . : .%. . .  . , ,  .. . . . . ,+~. .  ~ . .*+ 
• OPPORTUNIT IES  " E lec t ion  a tax  . . . . . . . .  
- "  "+   evo:lt m~l. :wheek & 4 winter tires i+ , , , , ,~  .~ !. : : , •, ' • , =:?::'.++::~:i ~ -  . . . . . . . . . . .  "¢  
~, .Pur ther  detldk c £ d ] . . . . . :  . " IJCENCEYIMBER SALE" A-102~ :' ' : ~  ~ '":;'::~"'\" 6...R(,'.~Pia:nd for what haP~ned In hl* d~.. C Old.ide.,tia] :~ ' .~ .~r . l~+.~t ' : :~  to resume public 
~ P ~ o ~ ] ~ e r a : ~  - . . . .  ' :  ' : '~ " ' : :"/ : : :  ,. IxI, lor par,men,, +,arnes salo dec i~, l s  a+llo'.~.um 5y ~ Nov. I I .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ./.1~. i i, vlce 
.T l l~ l~wi l lbeot teredfor  ,..,~,=o,+ .+,~.~ ,~,,~. PROGRAM DIIRImClX)~¢-"1 ~ ~utem " there  is  no way you ean re l~ '~lRC' l~comml~loner  ~: - ;Y l te(a~t i l~t ln~mhave 
: : ~l~.++~l~a: Pre.vLoaa exper ienco  Twopeeltio~sope, l  .::,'i!+!.i;;..;::il f~  .~" ( ,~ .  expect the l 
• B,C., .aT]~:00 a .m:"°o~req+~' : : ,  $~000 per mo. ,+ . . . . . .  ~.: .; ,.,,.'+ . familiar wi 
J 12X bdrm.'trelle, ]~[day, November ~]. 19'/8 u ,vn; '~_ i=,e  ah,,,,~,zh,,, GROUP HOME "R IZ~F . , .~ ,~ey  detail." 
• ,h e T.;,o,,,,o a,e++o ,+, ., L,.J~ . . . . . .  -,+ . . . . . . .  PARENTS -' 8 da~S'.'~)~ .tPC :[p/0f:' ' The roya " Fully furnished. Joey shack, . . . . . . . .  -,,,,,~, ,~, CU, ,~n=,4mn,,,, ~ ~o M,, k,, behind :! laundry rr,.  Good condltlon. 159,000 cubic feet o{ Cedar, ~r . . . : - .  . . . . . . .  ,-- . . . .  month.Mustbea couplewi~K' i v~ o lw~c~ r went 
i Set:up and skirted In Terrace Cot tonwo0~ and,  t~:  Of W iEi '  , previous experience. ~0.,;d.~t l i~. :~ar ty  late Wedne 
+ other  s e l s l  a -d  "+' " AITR SSES&COCKTAIL pormonth. • ' ;  .:.::,.~. ~+p~ ~,-~gl :.;.[hey details of $ ~:! Tx:eller'[,ourt .~'no. 27. Phone p ¢ e oc te at :  " . 
Uel l ' sBe lk~k l~'miles ,WAITRESSES - Several : :~" ' . , ,  . .w~__.~i  ~z;liay.;. ! .... that cabinet 
~38-1246;.(p20.~22).::. : ;eat'nf. K i ;~:~a~C ~. 5 . . _ .=  , . ., :posltio0so0en in the . . . P,E. TEACHER ,Gra~" i  :./::~I.~ ~:+~:~r.'ulti- the law-brae 
For Sale by Owner: Double One (1) year will be area. to 7. $1000 per month. +/:'. ::: ~! !  , :~]  ~b le  The claim is 
:wlde'wLIh garage and fool allowed for  removal of " • ..... :::": """~+ :" ' - '  ~o "+~:,'i:~;~: i.+~".~ :   ;;:,:',.~': tlmber. The successful BABYSittING & PRE-SCHOOLTEA++.~, - . .  :.......:.,;.~m,..~+.,~+. //+~.,,,..:~, ":" :. 
"abed. Closeto school. Phone tenderer will not be con- HOUSEKEEPING -Several Must have experisnOe~!i,~'.•/;:jP++.~.+".~ 
'-635-9765. (plO-t3) sldered as an esinb]bhed positions open in the Terrace qual, 180o+ per mmm.. :+-. ;.,~;.~.:_.~:+~ ':-'/ +..+.:..~ . 
+ : :!:+:L:aOk t inl 
i ice~ea for the purpose of area. Applieants must INSTRUCTORS-Re~atlon'. ~ "kr I 
:For Sale: 1974 Homco applying for further timber supply two letters of !"::+ :¢?~:+,:':. . . . .  ' '  ' 
• Dlplomaf mobile home. ]2 x within the Skeeml Public reference. courses for spring term. ~ ... O 
:. 68, 2 bedrooms plus laundry Sustained-Yield Unit. per hr. ' • : 
'. room & 8 x 16 ioey shack. Set Provided anyone wlio is TURF CARE 8PEC]AIJeT - ' • " ' ' " " :" :" ; .... " 
up and skirled at no. 14 In wmble to attend the auction Must be ext r i ca ted  in sod and a deers 
Terrace Trailer Court. Will in person .may submit a product ion .  Sa la ry  sent  spenclll 
sell partlally Or unfurnished, sea.led tender, to be opel ed negotiable. Among 12 
Phone 635.5514 after 5 p.m. at the hour o+ auction and andspendin8 
(p10.15) Ireated as oae bid. 6HOE REPAIRMAN - Must approved, 
Particulara may oh; be fully qualified. M]O0+ per Idaho and 
ForRentorSale:2 bedroom tained' from the~ District mm~.  handed mea~ 
, Irafler on acre ,s  approx. I0 Foreatei ~, Market P lace ,  + Proposition 
miles E. of Terrace. Suitable ]Priam Rupert, B.C. VSJ 1B9 BODY REPAIRMAN - Must .Ix)ard prope: 
for couple. For informatlon or the Forest Ranger. Kit- be fully quallfled Jour- Ca,tomia. 
•one 635-2339. (!)3-13) wanga,  B.C. VOJ2A0.  (a1-9) neyman.  $ I000  pear  month. . Al though 
. Propos i t ion  
REPOSSESSEDANI~'+ BANKRUPTCY ACT MECHANIC '8  HELPER - . cuts were  d 
NEWMOBILE HOMES Must have expoHemee and " apparently C 
.. I ; : ,ORM42 owntools.SalaWnqotiuble, more of a 
No down payment O~A.~:. ' ., ~..~tl~M~.,t~.rol economy by 
" ' 'i'"nl~Ple " and spendin~ 
'Will fly you into Van. " i'i~'~J].o~ -'; J PROJECT SUPERVISOR- lass, castast 
couver all expenses paid: ' i~ id~l 'A I ]~ 'M l~ i{ '~, :  Must have expat iate in Tax  :mea~ ,,~ 
Summary Adminlstratlmz chain link fencil~. $13,000 proved in a +., 
And '+spen( , :  Phone collect 437.43i1en d Notice iS hereby 81yea that : per yr . . . . .  usually link, .. 
ask for Mr. Storks;' (a) Richard AHen MoCar l~.  ' ' growth, wel 
: made an USi l~meat on the Arizona, Ik "" 
(at0.2.7oct) l~8~tha~th~ f~ i~&9~oi  GRADER OPERA'JPOR-Cat ,6~awall+. aud'  
"The '  tax • 16 grader. Stewart area. oreditors will be beld oa the - - - -  ' w 
II m u  ~ • .=v .  . ~ i leas t l re~ 
15thdayof Novem bf.r, 19"/8, $1448p~x . P. The election result was dim, howeve 
MOBILE  HOMES ~ at Eleven oc lock  A,M. ,  at  : PROJECT MANAGER - gratifying to President 200 constit 
the o~ of Paul G. Moruso, ,.,,,,, . . . . . . . . .  Must have bookkee,,;-,, and Carter, who had asked mentsg~'ref~ 
New mobi le  homes " b' ~.u,m-ua,~,. =~uum v- .~  • . , , ,, . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . .  T, ,~'~:-. ; .~:~~ . . . .  ;~++,;.. ,.:' . .... " Tmste~, at 241 Colm~ m . . . . . . . .  ,,..., ,.___ ~b. i , l ean , , , ,w~o=.e ,m~, ,  v0~js to stick with me voter tqmttatwes on s ta te -  
Avenue in the Cit- of r v l m ~ l , l n l ~ l  - re . t ro t  I sUVC " ~ .~ 'e i+. 'q+- '~V l~-  . . ; ;~ . I . . . . _ . . : , ,  _ ~ . . ~ . _ . + _ .  . . . . . . .  +. . . .  • , ' , ' , c ' ; / ,+ ' l  .+v~. , : . -u . , ,  .~ ; : .  " ,  d ~"  s l  f rom as Iow as $100,0(] - ' ] w b i I • • ... • mm.u vu~ ~ cq,m;~,~uc ~, =,- oauo[m • , ".: .. ~ ~ +; . . . . .  • ~ • 
' Call, ar" the  vinee f thorough knowledge of all eek . . . . .  " , + . . . .  . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  • +++ m e  down.  O,A.C,  e8 ~ Pro, + g =,,,,, . . . .  , ~,, . . . . .  .. ..... >.,.•,'. ;~ .~. .~, J~ee~+ctad  m Thrte proposals + fQr* ~ J + +' +':~+ :  ~ I ' + ' I  +(+ + I 
, "  . ~'.= , . "  ,~ ' , .  , , y ~ u m p . ~ + .  ~ . m ~  a ,  .~, . , , . "  . . . .  ' . . .  . • • : : 
Bdtb.h:caaanbis:.;,,:. ,+~+ , .,. t .. . nm 'm~s.~.~ +,,.i~=~ ....... ,..:~,~t~..'t'~ +~!..d13. four, year ctambfltm law sham were . . . .  ~:~i:~,?.~;,~-,..': "~~~: , .+: : : , ; . .  +...: t Casu ~+- ~ gottalde.- SH . . . . . . . . . . . .  .,. ,, ...... - . . . . .  ' . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . .  
Set up and  de l ivered  __~.a~.eo ~_  .mu~ ,~ ' .~ '~ +./ .,:.. , : .  P rev ious  +x ,er lene+ ' /~ :+~ ~+e:-- . . . . . .  __  defeated, including one . ::. 1T. . ,+e+r, , ra~i~at;Da. l ,  ly • Hera ld .  
~Ttn nay el UC[O~.~,~ "~,~ "'P , .+; .... muired  ~M ,~ r~;h~. . ... C .... : , " . , .~ : "  ; I )0K~ Jooy Florlr~ measure that would . ": ' ,~.::i/::':,".; ~:,~::.r:.:.:,.:: ' ,., ' . .... r 
t rades  we lcome.  : : _  L ~ Y  _~C~' - ,  ~_0.C:~JLL " '~ .- . . . . .  "7 : : . ; : ' : ,  .:.~.~/.'~.~1....e~, !,.W.~..~..y .t~t 'have resulted in =aim)s;'.' ,,.W:ei.:w.:,~,~p~;$~.:(Q0:i+pe copy.
ram~;Mormo;~.~.A .  WOIIKKR(0r._I~I~_.qL~.~.~+t~I ., CARPENTER - MUst gave  ~ : , ~ ! !  ~ .~p~ear~mm.u.  operating along Miamiht, 
Phone co l lec t  591 9AIColmnbtaAveaue.',e~astors in &W: :t~l:?l~-,t,- l~P.r own took, Tempo .m~..|oh. +..l~iti~e.:.:.n ~:ug~.wm beach. • ' : '- +'' : .... ~;::% ~:::'~' '::;.,v~;+~;:.;:. . 
5105. Cast]e~riB.C. month, ' : ~,',.+I~I CoolractbaaiS, "+ ./'::+. (;,~..~_~:~i~ E~,;i,,p,.~Id~n.t."s Michigan and Montalui " ,Must :be , ; ! (~om$1+~te: ! i ssues .  
VIN 1G3 • ' . " ..., ' . . . . .  "" " l~S~ ;:it~was one el me votm,~ beth annroved r:dslna 
' ' " "  ' " ' " . . . .  t "~- . "  . r r  ~ . 
(a l -9)  r l1__ JL_  131 t l  £____1_  K I l L  . . . .  , ~ [ ~  ~'. ~z~tbl~a~,, the the dri~inS, to 21 and 19 Bring to theTerrace/Kitimat 
(c , ) .  zam;y  o . t . , .  ~ppze  ~. ,nopu  ~ p..r~, ¢ .st  eas  na . respect ive ly .  ' " ' ' '+ ' "  ' . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  I + 
. Da i ly  Hera!d  Of f i ce .  And two California rob)or- : . . . . . .  ~ .......... . . .  : • ' u .~ .  o~f-~ear elect ions,  
. . . . . . . . . .  tho~eoo:m'HnS inthemidd le  i t ies - -homosexua la  and  . . . . . .  . . ,  .+.  ~ ,~, : ,~ ; , ;  . . . .  ! 
I '~  a ~ t ' s .  four.year 
12 year old mare. Part term, are0ften viewed by 
• Morgan. For  further in- the  ~t io~imrty . !as  an 
Vanguard Cemper.,. 8'6 '~+- . formation call 635-28"/8, (!)5- ' ~Ik :OLd)j++. ~+ ~ .ty.to' +l~Od wa~ 
deluxe Completely loaded. '-';16) . . . . . . .  ~1~ • I~ . "~a~t]~!  I~ /s .~the ' -  
.... " -T~Iced .to selll Phone 63S. "~ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~' ";; +.. . I L+--'++ 
4094., (atfn.026) ~ideat:.CPJ'ald 
,j- Fo~i, .:,i~:.+.t~ep~+uoan wha 
1974 Sial-duo. Motor is good. ket:to' ~+er..+;..i~ t9"/6, 4den 
Phone 635-9504. 4623 ¢laix0J~ ~1~ vl~ 
Straume. (i)3-10) 90 Houg~ Loader. 1976 - 2600 ,iHesatd.baH dates 
hours. 19"/6 four wheel drive, he ":~mpaige d for" won, 
For the two - 185,000. Phone comps.fred..with gee-third of 
635-2933. (pZ0-21) thm~.T:Carter supposed in 
• "+~+~Fbita.: " 
fees. 'Obtain your lawyer Bu/ in |?  Sel l in|  L ~ ~ . ~ ~  ~i• /eoRe~ , / ;g ,  in. in ,:. ' .~ .L .  -, :~ ~,<., ~ . . . . . . .  mweVer," were 
eupaEvised divorce over the. ~ q /~ l r++.~ .-" +" ~ ,  ~ I~ l t~dad ~9 qP" -  . ~ .... ... ~ .  ta[ei] tie aymP,~,  
IdlO~1.~-. fastl Call Self. 
Couh~)'. Services foil free' IIIl.(m HE I I I L |  ~.  ' . :~~._Td~.~i~!~ , '~ ,u :•  
112.'8~}0>663-3007. Chargex : " ' '  " 7,;'.;" /i~. ,i I~: ;~,  t~ou i  
end M~terchar~ eccept~, o l ln J f i ld l  [i/ TASTY B.C. APPLE  CHOPS. . "  . . 
(cft.'r~): ~.! , + ' ~ l  ~le . "mese~e 
• " " " " . . . . .  ' . :.. ' .  w ' / !  e:" W ~ y .  
I " I ; ;  +V.'? - i 
: : ,~ . -  Try  this• toasted e'beesy 2 tahle;P~on., b~tter; ~ t ":i" some n~ - . .  ;eF  ~' ::':' t 
"'*'~' WHAT IS  MORE IMPORTANT apple stuffing in your perk melted .wi lq ~testswas bJ N 0 ' .  
. , '  - sc .~, : .  D .m~'C~.SO, . : : '~ /m)  ....  
IN  BREAD TODAY? + ,¢s i'tba~. ~bom 36 per .. 
. _ • . . . .  ' e aij~0st E+ million " " . . . . . . . .  ;' ' ".+ .... +~" 
g byaasnFleldan 6 fib perk chops cut Cut a.poche~ a lo~ the +'~ evQterslparttcipated, PUBHCNOTICElaherel°F~iventotl~elmt01~-fl~¢l~0- -IDislrl+taf°reeaidthata 
, ~U has hecome necessary atil~ e!~cfi .~o.~q~.. ~ m~l,= Ll)~.~t I b 've  ~ran.ted. su .ch 
:+ + I to2 inchesth ich  fat s ide of  each c.hgp, be i:v~tere-wito did:east poil;andfurthor, that thepe.+wi,+~_.~~~jttlhesaidexecuon, 
. .i~; cut t ing  almost to the t~ +,hov~nter, madeclear for whom o.ly vohm: Wi l l .1~.+'~ i~.L~~.  ~']"T+:.~+..'.~.. ' ..
" bone. + ,~dt and pepper . nksire for lower taxes .. ' . .  >-!.; ~ ~.;.,~;.~..;;.~ ,~ .. . . / . . .  
. . ' . .  + .  , .  
What • is bread? This Is a question we should ask ourselves in 'de  pocket. Colx~.'me ~!1 . . . .  .~, +. ,  .. +. 
mor~/.oflen-- as often as we reach for our morning toast, for ~ 'Cup toasted bread  etuf6og i z~e.nta+ in a ~ l~ im~Mmk ~e ~ ' rONS " :.. : ....... .:... . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  ,+. 
our)lunchttmesandw ichorourdinner'llmeroll. CLllbl~. large mix ing bowl . ' :  ~ , , , ~ ~ . : .  j ~ . . . .  - 
. . . .  ' : " '+ "~" ; '+  . .O f i /~ , . ' - ) i  `+' I Bread.lsafood.ltienotJustafiller.Ourmodernloafof6read 1~ ~B,O.  Speztao TOSS l ight ly togelh+p. .  ~ ~ ,  . ' - ' /+ ' J~  I Surname OtherName4 P~.~. .~ i : . :~5: . : i :  ... o+=+.o. I 
Is ..a~putritlous food, made from a combination of ingredients, .. apples,  chopped (do Stuff each chop, SecuFe._ .::' ~ i~; :~ '+ '~t~ .h~itate to . : :/.~,~ '.', ~ .L., ,: ...... ::, ~'~+:::(:+:..,.....: -_ 
packed.with the protein, the vitemins and tho mlnerals we need ootpeei)  with a t, oo t~c~,  ]L)]B~ ;n a]arm:i..thejr children by dis- McDONALD ].,inda N. ' '[Yultee. 2 yMi.:.~;.Boz,.~l~_/. + / ' . : / '  RetL,'ed II 
for good nutrition and health. Bread has not always been the 
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Dear Abbv 
® 1 | I l • l 
Alter a Lifestyle 
To Fit the Kids 
By Abigail Van Buren 
:~ 1078 0y Chics00 Tribune,N.Y. News Syn0. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I think your advice to ME IN 
MALIBU was way out of line. Six years ago I met Bill. 
We fell in love and became roommates. Between us we 
have a total of eight children ranging from 9 to 19. 
We've never tried to hide our lifestyle from them. They 
accept us and we accept hem. The two youngest live 
with us. (One mine, one his). They go.to a private 
Christian school nearby, and the sehool authorities 
have never made a fuss over our lifestyle. 
We teach our children morals and values and let 
them know that the ultimate choices are theirs to 
make. 
If my honey ever told me to"get lint" for a while so 
his children wouldn't learn the realities of our 
relationship, he would never see me again. 
When we are ready, we will marry, No pressure, no 
coercion or ignorant comments from others will haaten 
our decision. 
As Christians, it's our consciences we must live 
with--no one else's. 
I'M WITH YOU IN MALIBU 
DEAR I'M: i hear what yo~'re saying, and ! respect 
the candor and sincerity of your views. Perhaps I'm 
bending over backwards to preserve the time-honored 
institation ofmarriage, and to urge parents to set good 
examples for their children to follow. 
• Mature people understand that Hving together isn't 
always raunchy, and because they have a profound 
respect for marriage, they don't rush into It hastily. 
But ! fear that very young children may feel that 
marriage isnot really important to a family. And that 
disturbs me. 
DEAR ABBY: Please print my letter so other 
mothers won't make the same mistake I made. ARer 
19 years, I realize the error of naming our son 
"Junior", after his father. 
When he was a baby, it was no problem. We called 
him Billy and his father was Bill. 
When he got older he decided Billy was too babyish, 
so he asked us to call him Bill which wasn't oo bad:-- 
we called one Big Bill and the other one Little Bill. That 
worked out fine until Little Bill soon got bigger than 
Big Bin. 
Now it's worse. It's Young Bill and Old Bill and you 
can imagine how thrilled father is to be Old Bill at 441 
Not only that, but their voices are identical, and they 
are comtantly being mistaken for one another on the 
telephone. And their mail gets mixed up, too, when 
there is no "Sr." or "Jr.". 
It's a pain in the neck. I should have named him 
Lawrence, like I wanted to. I've always loved that 
name. Phoney on these Juniorsl 
TO LATE NOW 
DEAR TOO: Thanks. New mothers, take note. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "BIRD IN A GILDED CAGE": 
Chastity belts for MEN? It would seem far more 
practical to Just lock up the whole man. 
Horoscope 
Franc.Drake 
What kind of day will 
today be? To find out 
what the stars say, read 
the forecast given for" 
your birth sign. 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)T#¢' -~ 
The general situation looks 
confused --  but don't worry. 
With events going especially 
your way, you can straighten 
out everything to your 
satisfaction. 
TAURUS ~. J  r - -~  
(Apr. 9.1 to May 21)U~"{4 v 
Romance is favored for 
today. Be careful about giving 
your consent or refusal to any 
propositions that are made by 
new or slight acquaintances. 
GEMINI 
(May 22 to June 21) ~ 
An unexpected problem 
could throw you for a loss. 
How you handle it, and whom 
you consult, will make a 
major difference in the out- 
come. 
CANCER 
(June 22 to July 23) ~1~ 
You have a tendency to do 
too many things at once. 
What's important now is to 
zero in on the main chance, 
and give it all you've got. 
LEO 
(July 24 to Aug. 23)g16~:~ 
Problem-solving is the order 
of the day. Things that have 
worried you overly can he 
worked out. Review past 
actions and see how they 
reflect on your present 
situation. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
You like to run with the 
crowd, but your host bet today 
is to go it alone. Company 
could only complicate things 
and change your course of 
action. 
LIBRA 
~(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) . J f l L~ 
Your enthusiasm for a new 
project is peaking, so make 
your move now while you're 
thinking constructively and 
positively and are sure of 
SUCO~ss. 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 24 to NOV. 22)U l , .~  
Whatever you do this p,m,, 
avoid visiting a relative who 
invariably irritates you. It can 
only result in family conflict, 
SAGrrrARIUs ~ r  
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 2i) 
A subtle change in your 
appearance will attract at- 
tention and bring you com- 
pliments from an unexpected 
source. You have an in- 
terested admirer. 
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ~ '~-~ 
A fine opportunity is in the 
offing. Even if you turn it 
down, the chances are good 
that you will move ahead in 
your present position. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
A telephone call may ring in 
a new chapter in your life by 
bringing an old and much 
loved friend back into your 
circle. 
PISCES 20)~ ~,  
(Feb. 20 to Mar, 
You've talked about lessons 
for a long tithe. Now you'll 
take the step that will result in 
your learning a new skill or 
developing a talent. 
YOU BORN TODAY need 
never worry about life being 
dull. Your vivid imagination 
can turn a non.event into an 
adventure; your lively in- 
tellect can open new avenues 
of interest. Willpower and 
organization give you a 
headstart on success. Because 
you like, and have the ability, 
to lead, taking orders can 
irritate. You must learn that 
there are timem - -  especially 
on the way up the ladder -- 
when you must follow, 
however difficult it may seem. 
Whatever your chosen field, 
your dedication and ambition 
should bring you success. 
Birthdate of: Sargent Shelver, 
politician; Stanford White, 
architect; Florence Chad- 
wick, swimmer. 
© 1978 King Features Syndicate, Inc. 
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"Everything's cut-and-dried with you isn't it? Even 
baby-sitfingl" 
C r o s s w o r d  
ACROSS 35 Cantaloupe 
I Incarnation 36 Sweet 
of Vishnu potato 
5 Storage area 37 Evergreen 
8 Opera's Lily tree 
12 Actor 38 Puppy 
Guinness 41 Dance step 
13 New 42 Indian 
Zealand 45 Air: comb. 
tribe form 
14 Nautical 46 Devoted 
word adherent 
15 Shares 48 Precipitation 
17 Rant 49 Circle 
18 Compass segment 
point 50 Encounter 
19 Jewel 51 German 
20 Heating ad~dral 
vessels 5~ Born 
53 Vain 21 Source of 
DOWN information? 
1 Seance 22 Abyss 
noises 23 Decorated 
2 Exclamation letter 
3 Simple 24 Turkish 
4 Deed officer 
5 Makes pies 25 Ethiopian 
6 Detail title 
7 Brownie 26 Free 
8 Social 27 Building 
butterfly wing 
9 Pearl Buck 28 Early auto 
heroine 23 Polish river 
10 Russian 31 Garment 
river edge 
II Understands 34 Race part 
16 Old 35 Haze 
Sea eagle 37 A mockery 
21 Footlike 
organ 
22 Snoop 
23 Unit of 
capacity 
(Elec.) 
26 Sought in 
horseshoes 
30 Seaweed 
product 
31 Broadway 
success 
32 Olive genus 
33 Made a 
chess move 
Average solution time: 24 rain. 38 Conflicts 
39 Pile 
MA 
10-31 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
40 Famous 
canal 
41 Peel 
43 Employed 
43 Asiatic 
weight 
44 Grafted 
(Her. 
46 Give a bad 
review 
47 Wurttem- 
berg 
measure 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
BLANK! NO 
LUE TO MY 
LACK.MAILER'S 
~ENTII"Y IN 
~XTER'S  . !,! 
IIlP 
2 3 I~ ...[~..5 
15 ~16 = 
18 19 
I/ 
23 24 25 I J~  
3O 
NNN 
38 39 40 I ~ 
45 
48 ~49 
51 ..~...52 
5 7 ~8 9 10,, 11 
14 
~ 17 ; , 
~ 20 
26 I 27 28 ~ 
~32 -.~- 
. . - - - -  [ 
CRYPTOQUIP 10-3 ! : 
ECRE JB JG  OZRCF FZO OZZU' ,  
GJCB UCFPC 'U  JUP J JR  
Yesterday's Cryptoquip-- COLD IN NOSE OFTEN CAUSED 
ACUTE SNIFFLES. 
Today's Crypteqnlp clue: G equals D 
Tim Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
(~) 10~8 K(na Fe~turu Syndicate. Inc. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
~: :~=LALL  "r CAN PO IS • ' Z'VE BEEN CA=/.I#$ YOU, 
VAIT UNT IL - '~ ,~ PARle~R! NEXT TIME ~'~. 
n/ l ,  "//I ~\~,~ ,'ASSIGN- , 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterrnan 
the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hort 
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
m 
ZIP 
, -  j 
. .% . * 
"' tO Z? , . . . .  '~', I'~ 
DOONESBURY 
Y'~/ /wo~, K//~, I'M ~ TO 
/~7~, 80T ~1 P7~ ~ S41O I~VO 
DOhF., A M4~ 6OT'fA ,~A~ H/~ 
{ PeAce N/T/-/#IS 77M~5 aY////4- : ,'.: %=? 
; =. 
ALL YOU RF.ALLY 
I1#o 
Al~ You .~Y Yo#,ve 
CyOT .¢01~, R/~tT? i 
By Gary Trudeaur 
4ZOT 
i RV~. 
~.ol I 
~/~.  ~mN~ ~-  . ! 
YOU'll. STILL WARP TO NO~-'.'! 
YOUH~. IN~ /,U/T/./ YO~ I 
